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ABSTRACT
Exciton polaritons in two-dimensional transition metal dichalcogenides
By
Jie Gu
Adviser: Professor Vinod M. Menon

Strong interaction between photons and excitons in semiconductors results in the formation of
half-light half-matter quasiparticles termed exciton-polaritons. Owing to their hybrid character,
they inherit the strong interparticle interaction from their excitonic (matter) component via
Coulomb interaction while the photonic component lends the small mass (~105 times lighter than
free electrons) and long propagation distances. Additionally, exciton-polaritons also carry
properties of the host material excitons such as spin and valley polarization and can be probed via
the photons that leak out of the cavities since the photon carries all the information owing to
conservation laws. Since the first demonstration of exciton-polaritons in GaAs1, they have been
used to demonstrate a wide array of fundamental phenomena and potential applications ranging
from Bose-Einstein like condensation2–4 to analog Hamiltonian simulators5 and chip-scale
interferometers6. Recently the two-dimensional transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) owing
to their large exciton binding energies, oscillator strength and valley degree of freedom have
emerged as a very attractive platform to realize exciton-polaritons at elevated temperatures7. The
TMDs are a group of van der Waals semiconductor material that transit from indirect to direct
bandgap in monolayer (2D) limit8,9. The reduced dielectric screening in the 2D limit leads to a
strong binding energy and oscillator strength, resulting in strong light matter interaction. The direct
iv

bandgap in these materials occur at the K and K’ points in momentum space. Owing to the broken
inversion symmetry in the monolayer limit, the K and K’ points are inequivalent and show
interband transitions with opposite optical selection rules for circularly polarized light. This thesis
focuses on the exciton polaritons in TMDs monolayers. Specifically, we show that the valley
property of exciton polariton can be addressed by its exciton component and light-matter coupling
strength is controllable by external doping. We demonstrate the transition from strong to weak
coupling via electron doping (5 × 10

) resulting in reduction in oscillator strength by a

factor of 10. We also present experimental results on exciton-polaritons realized using excited
states in TMDs systems. More importantly, we show the nonlinear polariton-polariton interaction,
mainly stemming from the phase space filling in the 2D system, is ~ 15 folds higher for the 2S
exciton polariton than that in the 1S case, which could be useful for nonlinear polaritonic
application. Finally, we introduce the electrical excitation of exciton polariton in TMDs
monolayers using a tunnel junction based van der Waals heterostructure embedded in a
microcavity. The device uses tunnel injection via hBN barriers, graphene contacts and WS2 as the
emissive layer. The spectroscopic investigations and device demonstrations using excitonpolaritons in 2D TMDs reported in this thesis presents a first step towards using TMDs for
polaritonic circuits and quantum nonlinear photonic applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The field of photonics has permeated all walks of our modern society – ranging from
communication to health and entertainment. This emergence of “photonics” as a key enabling
technology has come about because of our understanding and control of light-matter interaction
both at the micro and macro scales. For example, in fiber optics, low loss material and total internal
reflection design are needed to preserve the long-distance transportation of photons. In photo
detectors, optimized doping level and thickness of the p-n junction layers are required to have the
best efficiency. In optical gates needed for all-optical signal processing, material with large optical
nonlinearity is needed to control one optical beam with another. Going further, to enter the regime
of quantum photonics where one photon can influence the behavior of another one, extremely large
nonlinearities are needed. In both the classical and quantum regime the photon-photon interaction
is mediated by a nonlinear medium (matter). In addition, there is the more common linear
interaction of light with matter which involves phenomena such as reflection, refraction,
transmission, absorption and scattering. Reflection, transmission and scattering can be explained
by the Maxwell equations using a macroscopic material dielectric constant (refractive index).
Microscopically, each atomic site is treated as an electric dipole, whose amplitude and resonant
frequency are determined by the material itself. The dielectric constant can be modeled using the
Lorenz oscillator model which takes into account for all the dipole contributions which affect the
overall response of the medium to electromagnetic radiation. When the incident light is far away
from one of the dipole resonances, the dielectric function shows much less dispersion and can be
treated as a constant, such as the refractive index of SiO2 which is roughly 1.46 in the visible range.
Reflected and transmitted intensity can be thought as of the result of dipole scattering by the
1

microscopic scatterers. The second scenario of light matter interaction deals with the absorption
and emission of photons when the incident photon energy is above or equal to the bandgap of the
material. Electrons, initially in the valence band absorbs the photon energy and gets excited to the
conduction band following which they return back to the valence band by emitting a photon or
non-radiatively via phonons or other non-radiative mechanisms. The duration the electron spends
in the excited state (lifetime) is typically in the picosecond time scale for most semiconductors.
Scenario one (dipole scattering) and two (absorption and emission) have one thing in common: the
whole system can be described by the combination of individual photon part and atoms (electrons)
part. For example, in scenario one, the dipole scattering is pictured as photonin + dipole →
photonscattered + dipole. In scenario two, the absorption and emission process is photonin + unexcited
atom → excited atom → photonemit + unexcited atom. However, there are certain cases where the
individual photon and atom are not the eigenstate of the total system. This is the case when their
interaction rate is faster than the non-radiative dissipation rate of excited electrons or loss of
photons. In such scenario, the system is described by a hybrid state which comprises of both
photons and excited state of material (excitons). Such a hybrid state is called exciton polariton and
this regime is called strong light-matter interaction. To have exciton polariton, the interaction
should always be faster than the decay of the system, so typically a longer exciton and photon
lifetime is favored. Even though exciton lifetime is determined by the material itself, the photon
lifetime can be substantially extended if the material is placed inside an optical cavity. The halflight half-matter quasi particle manifests itself by having strong nonlinearity inherited from the
exciton component and small effective mass (10-4 -10-5 electron mass), long propagation length
originating from photonic part. They have shown stimulate scattering10, condensation2–4,
superfluidity11, soliton transportation12, etc. They have also been proposed to achieve low
2

threshold laser13, polariton blockade14,15 for anti-bunching quantum light generation, optical logic
gate16,17, large scale simulator for XY (XYZ) Hamiltonian problem5, etc.
However, most of the exciton polariton work till date has been conducted at cryogenic
temperatures due to the small binding energy of the traditional semiconductor excitons such as in
GaAs (5 meV). Organic materials and wide bandgap (GaN, ZnO) based exciton polaritons have
been demonstrated to operate at room temperature but suffer from issues such as disorder in
materials, lattice matching and complicated growth processes, The recent discovery of twodimensional transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) is a breakthrough in this field because it
allows the exciton polariton formation at room temperature in a disorder free landscape, easier
fabrication and not-limited by lattice mismatch issues. TMDs is a type of layered van der Waals
material which has an indirect band gap in the bulk form and direct band gap in the monolayer
limit. The exciton binding energy in TMDs is around 300 meV (suspended or hBN encapsulated)
which is much larger than the traditional semiconductors which are on the order of tens of meV.
This large binding energy arises due to the reduced dielectric screening of the electron-hole
Coulomb interaction, leading to large oscillator strength that strongly interact with light. Moreover,
due to its broken inversion symmetry in the monolayer limit, TMDs shows valley dependent
optical selection rules, which could be used to encode information both in classical and quantum
communication systems.
In this thesis, I will focus on the exciton polaritons in TMDs monolayers. Chapter 2 and 3 will
discuss the background of exciton polaritons more broadly and physics of TMD materials. Chapter
4 will be focused on the experimental methods and numerical techniques used to model the systems.
Chapter 5 are discussing of two approaches towards controlling exciton-polaritons in monolayer
TMDs. The first part discusses optical control of valley polarized polaritons in an archetype TMD
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- WS2 (Nature Photonics 2017) and electrical control of coupling strength in TMD microcavities
via electric field gating (Nano Letters 2018). In Chapter 6 we discuss the use of excited states
(Rydberg states) of excitons in TMDs for realizing excitons-polaritons with enhanced nonlinear
optical response. This enhancement stems from the larger Bohr radius of the excited states. Such
larger nonlinearity of excited state polaritons is a promising path towards polariton blockade.
Chapter 7 introduces our work on electrical excitation of exciton polaritons in WS2 monolayer
using a tunnel junction geometry having hBN tunnel barriers and graphene contacts all embedded
in a microcavity. This work sets the stage of electrically driven room temperature polaritonic
devices as well as an approach towards electrically driven microcavity photon lasers using van der
Waals heterostructures. The final chapter discusses some future directions and summary of the
work.

4

Chapter 2

Light matter interaction

This chapter introduces the background of light matter interaction and mathematical description
of exciton polaritons. Physics of optical nonlinearity in polaritonic systems is also introduced.

2.1

Weak and strong coupling

Light matter interaction can be broadly classified into three categories. The first one deals with the
reflection, transmission and scattering where there is no energy exchange between light and matter
(non-resonant scattering excluded). The second and third are weak and strong coupling regime
where energy exchange exist. If the exchange rate is slower than the decay rate of either the photon
component or the matter component, then we call it weak coupling. In the opposite limit when the
interaction rate between photon and matter is faster than the photon and the matter lifetimes, it is
said to be in the strong coupling regime.
2.1.1

Weak coupling

In the weak coupling regime, the system is described separately by photon and exciton. Exciton
inside semiconductor is the elementary excitation consisting of a hole in the valence band and an
electron in the conduction band, which are bound together by Coulomb interaction. The binding
energy of an exciton is determined by the surrounding dielectric constant. Typically, a larger
dielectric constant contributes to a larger Coulomb screening, which leads to a smaller binding
energy, as having been seen in traditional II-IV or III-V inorganic semiconductors. Such exciton
is called Wannier-Mott exciton. It usually has binding energy smaller than 100 meV with Bohr
radius ranging from 1 nm to 10 nm. The electron hole pair inside an exciton can be treated as a
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dipole, which then can interact with electromagnetic field. The interacting strength is determined
by dipole oscillator strength f,

where

∗

=
is the exciton mass,

2

∗

ħ

|〈

| ∙ | 〉|

2-1

is the angular frequency of the electric field,

and

the electron Bloch function in the valence and conduction band, respectively. ⁄

stand for
reflects the

enhancement of the electron hole interaction due to the Coulomb attraction4.
Typically, light matter interaction can be enhanced when photons are confined inside an optical
cavity since local density of electromagnetic states can be modified compared to free space in a
cavity.

In the weak coupling regime, the cavity alters the radiative lifetime of excitons.

Quantitatively, the exciton lifetime change is defined by the Purcell factor,
"# =

$%&'
3
.
=
, - 0
$()
4
/

2-2

Here $%&' and $() stand for the exciton radiative lifetime when exciton is outside and inside the
cavity, respectively. The Purcell factor is related to the cavity quality factor Q and model volume
/.

Larger cavity Q means a lesser photon loss and smaller

/

means a smaller cavity size, both

contribute to an enhancement of light matter interaction. Most of lasers work in this regime.
2.1.2

Strong coupling

When an exciton is embedded inside an optical cavity, typically a Fabry–Pérot (FP) cavity, as
shown in Figure 2.1a, the confined electromagnetic modes will interact with the exciton dipole.
Here 12 is the cavity photon loss rate and 132 stands for the exciton nonradiative decay rate. The
strong coupling limit of cavity photon-exciton interaction can be understood as the result of
reversible energy exchange between them. The photon that emits from the exciton will be confined
6

inside the cavity and reabsorbed by the exciton and reemit. If such energy exchange rate is faster
than both 1 and 132 , the system will be in the so called strongly coupled regime, i.e., the formation
of exciton polariton.

||

Energy

+

Mirror
Cavity
Upper Polariton
Exciton

> (

, )
Lower Polariton

k//
Figure 2.1 | Exciton polariton. (a) Schematic of exciton polariton formation. γ and γ32 stand for
cavity loss rate and exciton nonradiative decay rate, respectively. 5 is the energy exchange rate

between exciton and cavity. When 5 > (γ , γ32 ) , the system is a strongly coupled state. (b)

Dispersion of exciton polariton. Once the strong coupling is established, the normal modes split
into UP and LP branches with Rabi splitting 25/ .
The Hamiltonian to describe the system is
;=:
;
:

<

= ∑@

;32 + :
;>
+:

<

(A∥ ) CDE∥ CD∥ + ∑ @32 (A∥ ) FGDE∥ FGD∥

+ ∑ 5/ ( CDE∥ FGD∥ + CD∥ FGDE∥ ),
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Here CDE∥ is the photon creation operator with in plane wavenumber A∥ , as shown in Figure 2.1b.

FGDE∥ is the exciton creation operator and the 5/ term describes the interaction between photon and
exciton. The above formalism is within the Rotating Wave Approximation where CD∥ FGD∥ and
CDE∥ FGDE∥ are neglected. Hamiltonian 2-3 can be diagonalized by introducing
HGD∥ = ID∥ FGD∥ + JD∥ CD∥

2-4

.GD∥ = −JD∥ FGD∥ + ID∥ CD∥

2-5

ID∥ and JD∥ are the Hopfield coefficient which stand for exciton and photon fraction in the
polariton branch, respectively. They satisfy
LID∥ L + LJD∥ L = 1

2-6

The Hamiltonian 2-3 can be rewritten as
; = ∑ @M# (A∥ ) HGDE HGD + ∑ @N# (A∥ ) .GDE .GD
:
∥
∥
∥
∥

2-7

The new eigen states of the system are governed by @M# (A∥ ) and @N# (A∥ ) which stand for lower
(LP) and upper (UP) polariton branch, respectively, as shown in Figure 2.1b. The eigen values are
@M#,N# (A∥ ) = O@32 + @

<

± Q45/ + (@32 − @

@M#,N# (A∥ ) = O@32 + @

<

+ S(1 + 132 ) ±

<

) R

2-8

25/ is the Rabi splitting. When decay rate of the system is considered, equation 2-8 becomes
Q45/ + (@32 − @

<

From equation 2-9, we can see that when detuning △= @

+ S(1 − 132 )) R

<

2-9

− @32 is much larger than the

interaction strength 5/ , either negative or positive, the UP and LP goes back to the normal exciton
and photon dispersion. Also, Rabi splitting can be observed only when the interaction strength 5/

is larger than both 1 and 132 .
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2.2

Polariton-polariton interaction

Except the linear term in equation 2-3 or 2-7, polariton Hamiltonian includes other nonlinear term
which originates from the polariton-polariton interaction. Since polariton consists of exciton and
photon components and the latter could not interact with each other, so the polariton-polariton
interaction has the following forms18:
;UU = ∑D,D W ,V
:

;UY = − ∑D,D W ,V
:

UU
V

E
FGDXV
FGDEW

UY
V

E
C DXV
FGDEW

G G

F F W
V D D
G G

F F W
V D D

2-10
+ h. c.

2-11

;UU represents the exciton-exciton interaction and :
;UY stands for exciton-photon interaction.
Here :
UU
V

and

UY
V

are interaction potentials. By substituting the exciton and photon operator with

polariton operator showing in formula 2-4 and 2-5, we get:
;## = ∑D,D W ,V
:
##
D,D W ,V

=

##
GE GE G G
D,D W ,V HDXV HD W V HD HD W

UU
V IDXV ID W ID W V ID
UY
V (LJDXV LID W

+

+ |JD W |IDXV )ID W

2-12

2-13

V ID

Here ID and JD are the exciton and photon Hopfield coefficient from equation 2-5 and 2-6. From
equation 2-13, we can tell the polariton-polariton interaction potential

##
D,D W ,V

has positive

contribution from both exciton-exciton interaction and exciton-photon interaction, which
potentially blue-shifts the lower polariton branch energy.

2.3

Nonlinearity

Polariton-polariton interaction leads to all the nonlinear phenomena in strong coupled system.
However, nonlinearity also widely exists in other systems. The importance of nonlinearity
9

manifests in most of today’s technologies which ranges from pure electronic transistor to all optical
gates. For example, in the electronic transistor (Figure 2.2a), when a small gate voltage is applied,
the resistance of the transistor changes drastically (nonlinearly) (Figure 2.2b). Thus, it can be
switch ‘on’ and ‘off’ just like a mechanical electric switch, but with much higher speed (GHz
regimes).

a

b 10-2

I

I(A)

V
R

On

10-6

10-10
10

Off

-14

0

2

4
6
8
Voltage(V)

10

Figure 2.2 | Transistor nonlinearity. (a) Schematic of an electric transistor. Current flow is I and
transistor resistance is R. The resistance is controlled by the gate terminal which has voltage V. (b)
Current as a function of gate voltage V. At small V, the resistance is large, no current flow in the
transistor, so it is in the ‘off’ state. When V is large, there is enough current flow because the
resistance is orders magnitude smaller, so the transistor in in the ‘on’ state.
Besides electrical nonlinearity, there exists many optical nonlinear phenomena and application of
them. The most well-known optical nonlinearity is the harmonic generation where incident light
with energy ω can generate higher order emission (2ω, 3ω, etc.). The third order nonlinearity can
be treated as the nonlinear change of the refractive index as the incident intensity increases. One
of interesting application is the optical switch where the transmission of one optical beam can be
controlled by another beam19. As shown in Figure 2.3a, a waveguide is coupled with a ring
resonator, when the light is incident from one end of the waveguide, the transmission spectrum
10

should be like the one shown in Figure 2.3b red curve. Light with wavelength , is coupled into
the resonator and the transmission will be at the minimum. When a laser beam is focused on the
resonator, the refractive index changes as the laser power increases due to the third order
nonlinearity, which will shift the resonant mode to the longer wavelength side (Figure 2.3b red
dashed curve). The transmission of , as a function of laser power is shown in Figure 2.3b black
curve (top and right axis). The transmission shows a nonlinear dependence with the laser power,
which can be used as an optical switch. Typically, optical switch can work in THz speed, much
faster than the electronic switch.

Light in
a

Power

b

On

Transmmition

Laser
beam

1

Tranmisstion at λ 1

1

0

Off
λ1

λ2

0

Wavelength
Light out
Figure 2.3 | Optical switch. (a) Schematic of the optical switch. A long waveguide is coupled with
a ring resonator. (b) Transmission spectrum of the waveguide without (with) laser beam is shown
by the red solid (dashed) curve. Due to the refractive index change under laser illumination, the

resonator mode shift from , to , . Transmission of , as a function of laser intensity is shown by

the black curve. It shows a strong nonlinear dependence.

2.4

Examples of Polariton interaction
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Unlike the optical nonlinearity mentioned in section 2.3, where high power laser is required to
generate observable nonlinear effect, for the polariton case, excitonic interaction reduces the
threshold of generating nonlinear phenomena. Moreover, the small effective mass of polariton
(10

^

− 10

_

/)

is the key factor that it can propagate with high velocity (10% of light speed).

Here, we list some of the fascinating phenomena caused by the polariton-polariton interaction.
2.4.1

Polariton Stimulated Scattering

UPB
Probe

Energy

Pump

Cavity
Exciton
LPB

idler

Pump
Probe
k//

Figure 2.4 | Schematic of polariton stimulate scattering. (a) Schematic of pump-probe experiment.
Pump beam is at some finite angle, probe beam focuses at zero in-plane angle. Idler beam is
generated at higher angle which satisfies the momentum conservation. (b) Schematic of the
stimulate scattering.

Pump only

Probe only
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Pump and Probe

Figure 2.5 | Polariton stimulate scattering. Schematic showing a strong stimulate scattering when
both pump and probe are on as well as an idler beam generation. Probe at the center of k-space is
amplified when pump is on, accompanied with idler beam emission at higher angle in the k-space.
One of the interesting phenomena of polariton-polariton interaction is the polariton stimulated
scattering10. Figure 2.4a is the schematic of a pump-probe experiment to show such process on a
microcavity with quantum wells embedded inside. Figure 2.4b shows the schematic of the
stimulate process. A pump beam is initialed with a finite in-plane momentum to resonantly excite
the lower polariton branch. A probe beam which is in resonance with the polariton lowest energy
state is incident normal to the sample (k|| = 0). Polaritons generated by the pump beam at finite
momentum, undergoes stimulated scattering to the lowest energy state where the probe beam sits.
Meanwhile, there is an idler beam generated at higher momentum which satisfies the momentum
conservation rule. Figure 2.5 shows the schematic of experiment results. With only pump or probe
on (left and middle figures from Figure 2.5), no stimulated phenomena can be observed. While
when both pump and probe beam are on (right figure from Figure 2.5), stimulated scattering
phenomenon can be observed with strong emission from the probe point as well as idler beam
generated at higher angle. As the pump power increase, the emission from polariton lowest energy
level usually shows nonlinear increase which behave like a laser or condensate2. Unlike the
stimulated emission from a laser cavity where population inversion is required to achieve lasing,
the stimulated scattering process in the polariton system is determined by the polariton interaction
which does not need the population inversion and hence a lower threshold. This has been a major
motivation to pursue the development of polariton lasers both optically and electronically20.
2.4.2

Polariton switch
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Another example is the polariton switch. Just like an electric transistor which can be switched to
the ‘on’ or ‘off’ state, polariton system can also be switched in a similar way, but with a picosecond switch speed, and with much lower energy requirement compared to the optical counterpart.

Figure 2.6 | Polariton Switch Schematic. It shows the injected polariton density as a function of
the excitation power. A pump beam slightly blue detuned with the low polariton branch at finite
angle, with increasing power, it can excite the system from regime I to regime II. Adapted from
reference 21.
Showing in Figure 2.6 is the schematic of the polariton switch. Initially, the system is pumped with
a large laser beam slightly blue detuned from the lower polariton branch with a finite in-plane
wave vector, showing as the regime I in Figure 2.6, which acts as the ‘off’ state. A small probe
laser beam with the same energy and angle incidence can then renormalize the system energy and
blue-shift the polariton branch into resonance with the laser, thus creating an ‘on’ state showing as
the regime II in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.7 | Polariton switch. Only pump (a) or probe (b) cannot turn the system on. The emission
is still weak. (c) Pump and probe with same polarization can turn the system on with strong
emission and this on state can propagate. (d) Pump and probe with opposite polariton cannot turn
the system on. Adapted from reference 21.
When only the pump or the probe laser in on, the system stays at its off state, as shown in Figure
2.7a, b. When both beams are on with the same polarization, the system can be turned to the on
state (Figure 2.7c), more interestingly, two beams with different polarizations cannot turn the
system on (Figure 2.7d). In Figure 2.7c, it’s important to notice that not just the position where
probe beam incident at, but also other space shows strong emission. This is due to the finite inplane wave vector of the laser beam. Such propagating ‘on’ state can be used as a cascade source
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to trigger next stage which is crucial for realizing scalable all-optical signal processing
architectures.
2.4.3

Polariton blockade

A key building block for photon-based quantum communication and computing platforms is a
single photon source. A true single photon source shows what is known as “antibunching” – where
the second order correlation function is below 0.5. Generation of on-demand single photon source
with strong intensity, determined location, spectral properties and polarization is a big challenge
in this field. Polariton blockade, shown schematically below could be possible solution to this.

|PP>
U

γLP

|P>

|0>
Figure 2.8 | Schematic of Polariton blockade. Photon resonant with the single polariton energy
can only excite the single polariton state due to the energy blue shift of the two polaritons states
coming from the polariton-polariton interaction. The second photon is blocked, as shown by the
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red symbols. Only photons with equal or higher energy of the two polariton states are allowed
(green symbols). Adapted from reference 14.
Showing in Figure 2.8 is the schematic of polariton blockade. Due to polariton-polariton
interaction, the two polariton state |PP> energy is larger than the single polariton state |P> energy.
If the interaction induced energy blue shift U is large than the polariton linewidth 1M# , once the
polariton is in its |P> state, the incident photon which is resonant with |P> energy will not be able
to create |PP> state, thus the incident photon is forbidden. Under this condition, the decay of |P>
state emit the single photon that shows antibunching behavior. After the emission, the |P> can be
re-excited by the next photon. Only photons with energy equal or higher than the two polaritons
state |PP> are able to excite the system into |PP> state and the emission could show photon
bunching behavior.
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Chapter 3

Two-dimensional Materials

Two-dimensional (2D) materials, as they sound, are thin materials that usually consist of only one
or several atomic layers with van der Waals interaction between each layer. The reduced
dimensionality leads to exotic optical and electronical properties that differs from their threedimensional (3D) counterpart. The most famous 2D material is graphene, a single layer of carbon
atoms, that has won the 2010 Nobel prize. Due to the weak interaction between layers, it’s possible
to exfoliate 2D materials from their 3D crystal using simple scotch tape method. With easy access
to their commercial 3D crystals and universal method to exfoliate and transfer them, the 2D
community has grown exponentially since the graphene discovery. On one hand, 2D materials,
especially graphene, have showing promising industrial applications in solar cell22, high density
capacitor23, ultrafast charging24, seawater desalination25, etc. On the other hand, more and more
2D materials26 are discovered with new properties including valley polarization, superconductivity,
ferromagnetism, topological transport, which could all have applications in next generation
technologies. Within the big family of 2D materials, the transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs)
stand out because of their large oscillator strength and valley contrasting properties8,9. The research
reported in this thesis mainly focuses on the TMDs.
The TMDs are a group of naturally abundant material with MX2 stoichiometry, where M is a
transition-metal element (M = Mo, W) and X is a chalcogen element (X = S, Se, Te). They are
layered material with van der Waals force between each layer. Figure 3.1a shows the schematic of
the TMDs monolayer structure. Typically, in the monolayer limit, MX2 has two phases with
different atom alignment, 2R (metal) and 2H (semiconductor), while 2H phase is more stable in
room temperature (Figure 3.1b). So, we only consider the 2H phase for the rest of our topics. The
unit cell (Figure 3.1b) of TMDs monolayer has a honeycomb structure which consists of a single
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M atom layer, surrounded by two X atom layers with ABA stacking, resulting with six covalent
bonds on M atom and three covalent bonds on each of the X atom. 2H phase monolayer MX2 is a
direct bandgap semiconductor whereas its bulk form has an indirect bandgap. Due to the hexagonal
crystal structure, the energy band has its conduction (valence) minimum (maximum) locating near
the Brillouin zone’s K and K’ point. Figure 3.1c-f shows the bandgap calculation of bulk,
quadrilayer, bilayer and monolayer MoS2, where indirect to direct transition can be observed.
Unlike traditional II-IV or III-V inorganic semiconductors, where exciton is usually surrounded
by three-dimensional dielectric screening, exciton in two dimensional (2D) monolayer MX2 has
much larger binding energy (hundreds of meV) because of the reduced screening effect. This
combined with the fact that highly localized d-orbitals are involved in the optical transition results
in the extremely large oscillator strength. Experiments show that monolayer MX2 can absorb as
much as 15% of the incident light around its excitonic resonance.
a
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M K

Γ Γ

M K

Γ

Figure 3.1 | TMDs structure. (a) TMDs crystal structure. (b) TMDs 2H phase unit cell. (c) band
structure of bulk (c), quadrilayer (d), bilayer (e) and monolayer (f) MoS2 showing indirect bandgap
to direct bandgap transition when thickness is reduced to monolayer. Adapted from reference 8.
In the following, we discuss some of the properties of TMDs monolayers that make them attractive
for variety of optoelectronic applications and more specifically in the context of exciton-polaritons.

3.1

Valley properties

Valley property in monolayer TMDs arises from the ABA stacking in unit cell (Figure 3.1b) which
lacks inversion symmetry, while the time reversal symmetry is still maintained without external
magnetic field. Time reversal symmetry requires the orbital moment at K and K’ (-K) point to be
opposite, while inversion symmetry predicts two identical orbital moments in K and -K. When
inversion symmetry is broken, the orbital moment must be opposite in two different valleys,
together with large spin-orbit splitting, leading to valley contrast dichroism. Figure 3.2 shows such
valley contrast effect in TMDs.
b

a

mj = ±3/2
mj = ±1/2

+3/2
+1/2
σ+

K

σ−

mj = −1/2

+1/2

mj = +1/2

−1/2

K’
K

K’

Figure 3.2 | TMDs band structure at K and K’ point. (a) Schematic of the Brillouin zone K and K’
points. (b) Band structure at K and K’ point. Orbital moment is opposite at K and K’ due to
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inversion symmetry breaking, while spin is also different due to time reversal symmetry. Here the
conduction band spin orbit splitting is neglected. Adapted from reference 27.
When resonantly excited by one circular polarized light (` X or ` ), due to the selection rule, only
one valley can be excited (Figure 3.2). The emission then follows the same polarization. When
excited non-resonantly, while electrons relaxing down to the conduction minimum, the phonon
assisted scattering could help fill the other valley, which will reduce the emission polarization.

3.2

Trion

Doped semiconductor is the key component in the modern field effect transistor (FET) whose
conductivity can be turned on and off electronically by changing the doping level. Similarly, we
can also tune the doping level in TMDs monolayer with FET technique. When TMDs monolayer
has excessive electrons or holes, excitons are able to bond with one more electron (hole) to form
a negative (positive) exciton, which is called trion. Trion is a quasi-particle with three-body (two
electrons-one hole or two holes-one electron) Coulomb interactions. Usually, the trion binding
energy is very small (~1 meV) in traditional 3D bulk semiconductors, so they only exist in low
temperature. However, due to the reduced dielectric screening effect in 2D TMDs monolayers, the
Coulomb interaction is enhanced drastically. For example, the trion binding energy is more than
30 meV in MoS2 monolayer, which allows them to be stable even in room temperature. Electrical
tuning of the formation of trion thus acts as another freedom of controlling the photoluminescence
as well as the valley properties of TMDs excitons.
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K
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Figure 3.3 | Doping of TMDs monolayer. (a) Back gate of TMDs monolayer. (b) Negative trion
band structure. The blue and yellow solid arrows represent the electron and hole spin in the K
valley. Excess electron with spin down (dashed arrow) can be injected into K valley or K’ valley
to form a negative trion.

3.3

Excited states

Exciton in semiconductor is a quasi-particle consisting of an electron and a hole bonded by
Coulomb force. It’s the analogy of hydrogen atom where one positive charge is ‘bonded’ with a
negative charge. Similar as the hydrogen atom where multiple energy states exist with distinct
quantum numbers, there are also higher order exciton states whose energies are also governed by
the inverse square rule28. Unlike the hydrogen atom whose binding energy is more than 10 eV, the
small binding energy in semiconductor material is the main obstacle in observing and utilizing
these excited states. Usually, very low temperatures are required to observe the high order excited
states from traditional semiconductors29. TMDs emerges as a good platform for the excited states
because of their unprecedent large binding energy which make the room temperature stable excited
states available. The excited state manifests its importance through the large interactions among
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them due to their large Bohr radius. Strong nonlinearity could be achieved through the interaction
where quantum blockade was made possible.

Hydrogen atom

Excited States
4s
3s
2s

e3
2
+

1

- 1s
+

rn~n2

Figure 3.4 | Exciton higher order states. Left shows the schematic of hydrogen atom energy levels.
Right shows the schematic of exciton higher order states.

3.4

Heterostructures

TMDs bulk crystal consists of many monolayers with van der Waals (vdW) force acting between
them and can be exfoliated down to a single layer. On the contrary, because of the vdW force, it’s
possible to stack different materials together to form a new class of heterostructure with different
physical properties that differ from its constituents. For example, encapsulating TMDs monolayers
with thin hBN could narrow the exciton linewidth down to 2 meV30 due to their similar honeycomb
lattice structure. Or one could make a thin tunnel diode based on graphene / hBN / TMDs / hBN /
graphene31 heterostructure by adding bias crossing graphene layers. Or stacking two graphene
layers with a small twist angle could leads to superconductivity32. Also, two different TMDs
monolayers stacked together could show interlayer exciton with lifetime order of magnitude
longer33. One example is the WSe2/MoS2 heterostructure. The band diagram is shown in Figure
23

3.5. Such type II alignment leads to fast charge transfer across the interface, leaving electrons in
MoS2 and holes in WSe2. The spatially separated electron-hole pair forms an indirect exciton with
smaller oscillator strength and nanosecond lifetime. With more and more discovery of new 2D
materials, it’s possible to manually create new materials with the stacking technique.
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Energy (eV)
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-4.5
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h+
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-6.5

h+
MoS 2

WSe 2

Figure 3.5 | Band structure of TMDs heterostructure. Energy of the conduction band minimum
and valence band maximum of MoS2 and WSe2 monolayers. Photoexcited electrons are favored
in MoS2 and holes in WSe2 due to the band alignment.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Methods

4.1

Distribute Bragg Reflector (DBR)
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Figure 4.1 | Schematic of DBR. (a) The DBR consists of alternating layers of SiO2 and SiNx with
different material labeled with different colors. (b) Reflection of such DBR with 10 pairs of SiO2
and SiNx. The reflection reaches 100% within a bandwidth about 0.4 eV. Within the band, DBR
acts as a perfect mirror.
The main component of the cavities used in this thesis contains a DBR mirror. A DBR mirror
consists of alternating low and high refractive index material, with each material thickness defined
by a( = ,⁄4b( . Here a( is the layer thickness of material i (i = SiO2 or SiNx in our case), , is the
interested center wavelength and b( is the refractive index of material i. The constructive reflection

of each layer builds a band inside which the DBR behaves like a mirror with nearly 100% reflection.
Showing in Figure 4.1a is the schematic of DBR, alternating with SiO2 and SiNx layers. A transfer
matrix simulation (section 4.2) of the reflection of such DBR with 10 pairs is showing in Figure
4.1b. This DBR is centered at 600nm (2.07 eV), with a bandwidth about 0.4 eV within which, the
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DBR reflection reaches unity. Outside the band, we could see many reflection side-band with
oscillating amplitudes. The bandwidth is determined by the refractive index contrast of two
materials, usually larger contrast results with larger bandwidth. Their relation is shown in equation
4-1.
∆

=

4

ωd sin (

|b − b |
)
b +b

4-1

If we flip one DBR mirror on top of another, or simply deposit high reflection metal, such as silver,
on top of a DBR mirror, we can create a cavity. Figure 4.2a-c (d-f) shows the schematic, reflection
and resonant electric field distribution of a DBR-DBR (silver-DBR) cavity. The cavity resonance
can be tuned with the cavity length, i.e., the thickness of the center SiO2. In both cases, the cavity
resonance is tuned to be 600 nm. The cavity quality factor is defined as:
Q=

λ
ω
=
∆λ ∆ω

4-2

Here λ and ω are the cavity resonance wavelength and frequency, respectively. ∆λ and ∆ω are the
full width half maximum (FWHM) of the resonance. Experimentally, by depositing smooth layers,
the silver-DBR cavity can reach a quality factor as high as 400 while DBR-DBR cavity can be 600.
The resonant electric field distribution in Figure 4.2c (f) shows that the main fraction of the field
locates inside the cavity. Here the x axis is the relative position inside the cavity with ‘0’ starting
from the top layer as showing in Figure 4.2a (d), the left axis shows the relative intensity of the
field and the right axis is the refractive index which shows the relative position of each layer inside
the structure. One more thing to notice is that the field has a relatively longer decay tail in the DBR
mirror than that in the silver which is due to the large extinction coefficient of silver, while the
DBR mirror consisting of lossless dielectric layers only shows constructive effect when the number
of layer is enough, resulting with a ‘small’ extinction in the first several layers.
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Figure 4.2 | DBR-DBR and silver-DBR cavity. (a)-(c) Schematic, reflection and resonant electric
field distribution of the DBR-DBR cavity. (d)-(f) Same for a silver-DBR cavity.

4.2

Transfer matrix
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When dealing with reflection or transmission encountering multiple interfaces with different
dielectric indices on two sides, the usual approach of tracking the beam at each interface will not
be an easy task since the beam numbers increase exponentially as we have more interfaces. For a
dielectric slab (Figure 4.3), with a refractive index of n2 and surrounded by materials with
refractive indices n1 and n3, the tracking of each beam still works. We can write down each
reflection (Ri) and transmission (Ti) at the interface because they are all related to the incident
intensity with a known power law and phase shift since each term can be expressed as a recursion
function with the term before, as shown in equation 4-3. Here Ai stand for either Ri or Ti, j

j

and

are the reflection coefficient from material 2 to 3 and 2 to 1, respectively. The phase factor k

is a function of the incident angle, wavelength and the length of the slab. The sum of all Ri or Ti
can be analytically calculated since they are geometric series.

R1

R2
R3

n1

R4

n2
n3
T2

T3

T4

T1
Figure 4.3 | Dielectric slab multiple reflection and transmission. Each reflection or transmission
term is related to the term before. Combining all the terms results with a geometric series which
can be summed analytically.
A( = A(

∗ j j ∗ m (n
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4-3

However, when there are more than two surfaces, the beam tracking method is not easy since all
the Ri and Ti can generate infinite number of beams and it’s not easy to find a generalized equation
as 4-3 to discribe the system. That’s why the transfer matrix method is important in dealing with
such problems. Transfer matrix method does not track each beam to get the final aswser for the
total reflection and transmission. In opposite, it assumes that the total reflection of a multilayer
system is known. For example, in Figure 4.4, there are m different materials with ni and li to be
the i-th layer’s refractive index and length. Each interface of the materials is labeled with 1, 2, 3,….
Light incident from material n0 with amplitude @ X and the total reflected amplitude is asummed

to be @ . The black arrow shows the proporgation direction of each component. Here @(X , @( (@′X
( ,

@′( ) are the related amplitude in the left (right) side of the i-th interface with refractive index ni-1

(ni). Because of the continuity of the field across the surface, we have:
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Figure 4.4 | Transfer matrix. Schematic of the transfer matrix. There are multiple layers of with
dielectric constant labeled as ni. The incident and output layers are considered to have infinite
thickness. Electric field across each interface are related by the continuous condition and field
inside a layer are connected by the propagation matrix.
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Here j( and p( stand for the reflection and transmission coefficients across the i-th interface, which
is also known as Fresnel coefficients. Assuming the light is incident vertically, they have the form:
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j( =

b(
b(

− b(
2b(
, p( =
+ b(
b( + b(
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X
Inside each layer, @′(X , @′( and @(X
, @(X are related by the propogation matrix H( :
rDst
@′X
- ( 0 = -m
@′(
0

Here k is the wavevector inside material ni.
uX
u
, @d
) as:
Combining equation 4-5 and 4-6, we can express (@ X , @ ) in terms of (@d
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Matrix S is the 2 by 2 transfer matrix which take accounts for all the combined effect of all the
reflection and transmission at all the interfaces as well as all the propagation related phase
difference in all layers. Since the beam is incident from left side, to satisfy the energy propagation
causality, we must have @ u d = 0, which means no beam is allowed to propagate towards left side
in the most right-side material. Then we have:
X
@ X = y @′X
d , @ = y @′d

4-8

So the power reflection and transmission coefficients are:
z={

@
y
|
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y
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For example, the transfer matrix of the slab case in Figure 4.3 can be written as:
y=q Hq =

1
1
j
p

1
=
p p

rDs
j
0 -m
1
0

0 0 1 -1
j
m rDs p

m rDs + j j m
w
j m rDs + j m

The reflection and transmission are:
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Similar method can be used to derive the transfer matrix for s and p waves when incident angle is
not zero. Figure 4.5 shows an example of the transfer matrix simulation of the strong coupling of
a WS2 monolayer sitting inside a silver-silver cavity.
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Figure 4.5 | Transfer matrix simulation of strong coupling. (a) The structure consists of 40 nm
silver mirror on top, 82 nm SiO2 on both sides, a single layer 0.7 nm WS2 in the middle, and the
bottom 100 nm Silver mirror. (b) Transfer matrix simulation of the angle resolved reflection shows
anti-crossing behavior between lower and upper polariton branches.

4.3

Photoluminescence and reflection setup

All the optical experiments done in this thesis were conducted under the home built setup. Laser
beam is reflected by a 50:50 beam splitter and focused by a lens (objective) onto the sample with
a spot size about 1μm . The emission from the sample, usually along all the directions, is collected
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by the same lens (objective), with the total collected angle determined by the numerical aperture
(N.A.) of the lens (objective). In our experiment, the objective has N.A. of 0.85, whose maximum
collection angle is 53 degrees. The collected emission is sent passing through the beam splitter and
imaged by other lenses onto the detector. Those lenses can be arranged so that the real or Fourier
space can be imaged accordingly.

Figure 4.6 | Schematic of PL and reflection setup. Excitation laser beam is focused by a lens
(objective) onto the sample, the emission is collected by the same lens (objective) and guided
through the optics path into the CCD detector.

4.4

Fourier space imaging

All the angular resolved experiments in the thesis are conducted with Fourier space imaging
technique. There are many cases where the emission is anisotropic in angles, for example, the
exciton-polaritons, nanowires, lasers, single dipole, etc. To get the emission properties (intensity,
frequency) along different angles, angle resolved detection method must be used. The Fourier
space imaging technique can measure the emission properties along different angles with a single
detection by having the lenses at the right position, enabling it to be widely used in the exciton
polariton research. Figure 4.7 shows the schematic of the Fourier space imaging technique. The
emission at the same angle, but from different real space point (the size of which is determined by
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the laser spot size), is collected by the lens (objective). Those parallel beams will be focused onto
the same point in the focal plane of the lens (objective). The focal plane is then imaged by the
second lens onto the detector, which was correctly positioned to match the lens equation in Figure
4.7, so that each pixel on the detector is related to one particular angle.

f2
f1

p

q

Sample

CCD
Fourier plane
Figure 4.7 | Fourier space imaging. Parallel beams (same emission angle) from the sample can be
focused onto the same point of the detector, enabling the resolving of angular information.

4.5

Cleanroom technique

All the samples mentioned in the thesis are part or all fabricated in the clean room located in
advanced science research center (ASRC), CUNY.
4.5.1

PECVD growth

DBR consisting of alternating silicon oxide (SiO2) and silicon nitride (SiNx) layers is grown by
plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) from Oxford instrument. The growth
temperature is fixed at 350 ℃. The growth of SiO2 uses the gas combination of silane (10% SiH4
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/ 90% Ar) and nitrogen oxide (N2O), with each of the flow rate to be 50 standard cubic centimeters
per minute (sccm) and 710 sccm, respectively. The chamber pressure is set at 1000 mTorr. And
the plasma power is 20W. Usually 100s growth produces 86 nm SiO2 with a 1.48 refractive index
on silicon wafer. The growth of SiNx uses the gas combination of silane (10% SiH4 / 90% Ar),
ammonia (NH3) and nitrogen (N2), with each of the flow rate to be 200 sccm, 24 sccm and 600
sccm, respectively. The chamber pressure is set at 650 mTorr. And the plasma power is 20W.
Usually 480s growth produces 75 nm SiNx with a 2.01 refractive index on silicon wafer.
4.5.2

Electron beam lithography

Electric pads used in our experiments are written by electron beam lithography (EBL) from Elionix
instrument (ELS-7000). We use polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) as the electron resist. Usually,
PMMA 495 A4 and PMMA 950 A4 double layer structure are spin coated on the substrate at 3000
rpm speed and coating time is 50s for each layer, with the latter one on top. Each layer is baked at
a temperature of 180 ℃ for 2 mins after the coating. The electric pad pattern is then written on the
PMMA under high vacuum (10 •mTorr) with a current of 5 nA and a voltage of 100 kV. The dose

level is set at 500 μC/μm by controlling the exposure time. After the exposure, the substrate is

soaked in the solution of isopropyl alcohol:water (3:1) for 40s to remove the exposed PMMA. The
gold pad is then deposited on the substrate and the rest of unwanted gold on the PMMA is lifted
off by acetone.
4.5.3

Electron beam deposition

Metal films used in the experiments are deposited by electron beam deposition from Kurt company.
The deposition pressure is 10 •mTorr. The typical deposition speed for each material is: silver (2
Å/s), gold (0.5 Å/s), titanium (0.6 Å/s).
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4.6

2D material transfer

Two methods are used to transfer 2D material in our thesis.
4.6.1

PDMS method

2D material can be directly exfoliated onto polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)34 with Nitto tape
(SPV224PRM). Since the PDMS surface is hydrophobic, the interaction (attraction) between
PDMS and 2D material is weaker than that between other substrates and 2D material, for example,
glass, silicon or metal. So, it’s possible to transfer 2D material from PDMS surface to other
substrates without using any other chemicals. Figure 4.8 shows the schematic of the PDMS transfer
steps. Step 1 is the exfoliated 2D material (yellow) on PDMS surface (light green) with a bare
destination substrate (orange). In step 2, PDMS is then slowly brought in contact with the substrate.
After waiting for 10 mins, the PDMS is slowly lifted in step 3, leaving 2D material on the substrate.
The big advantage of this method is the fast preparation of samples (10 mins) with deterministic
transferring location. Also, the sample size exfoliated onto PDMS surface can be as large as 200
μm , making it useful in propagation and diffusion experiments. However, the disadvantage of the
method is also obvious. Because of the direct contact with 2D material, the organic PDMS leaves
a lot of residues on top of 2D material’s surface, reducing the interest of using it in some of our
experiments.
1
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PDMS
2D

Slowly contact

Slowly remove

Substrate

Figure 4.8 | PDMS transfer.
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4.6.2

PPC method

Polypropylene carbonate (PPC) method is widely used to stack and transfer 2D heterostructures35.
2D materials are first exfoliated onto 300 nm SiO2/Si substrate with scotch tape. The PPC method
is showing schematically in Figure 4.9. At the beginning, a PPC film was used to pick up a hBN
layer which usually has the size about 30 μm and thickness of 30 nm. Because of the strong Van
der Waals interaction between thin 2D layers, the first hBN layer can be used as a ‘tape’ to pick
up other 2D materials as shown in step 2-6. Finally, the PPC stack is heated at 120 ℃ for 30 mins
to release the 2D stack onto substrate. The PPC residue is removed by soaking the sample in
chloroform for 2 hours and anneal the structure under a temperature of 300 ℃ for 4 hours in
nitrogen gas environment. As we can see from step 1-6, during the whole stacking and transferring
process, the 2D material does not contact with the organic PPC, making it much cleaner than the
PDMS method. Such method is widely used to stack multi-layer heterostructures with the
combination of hBN, TMDs, graphene, CrI3, etc.
PPC
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Slowly contact
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Slowly remove
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4
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Figure 4.9 | PPC transfer.
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Chapter 5

Valley property and electrical control of strong

coupling in WS2
Exciton polariton in 2D materials has been extensively studied in recent years. Different cavity
structures have been investigated for strong coupling in 2D systems. They include cavity types
like DBR-DBR36,37, silver-DBR38,39, silver-silver40, one dimensional waveguide41, plasmonic
array42, etc. The question arises after many of the demonstration, what else can we do about it?
The answer to the question is straightforward after going through the 2D material properties as
shown in chapter 3. In chapter 5, we will show two work related to the manipulation of valley
polarization and electrical control of strong coupling by utilizing the valley and trion properties,
respectively. In chapter 6, the excited state polariton will be discussed, and their polaritonpolariton interaction strength will be compared with the lower order polariton. In chapter 7, the
electrical excitation of exciton polaritons in heterostructure consisting of graphene, hBN and
TMDs monolayers will be discussed.
Section 5.1 is adopted from the publication:
Zheng Sun, Jie Gu, Ghazaryan Areg, Shotan Zav, Christopher R. Considine, Dollar Michael, Liu
Biswanath, Chakraborty, Xiaoze, Ghaemi Pouyan, Kéna-Cohen Stéphane, Vinod M. Menon.
Optical Control of Room-temperature Valley Polaritons. Nat. Photon. 11, 491-496 (2017).
Section 5.2 is adopted from the publication:
Biswanath Chakraborty, Jie Gu, Zheng Sun, Mandeep Khatoniar, Rezlind Bushati, Alexandra L
Boehmke, Rian Koots, Vinod M Menon. Control of Strong Light–Matter Interaction in Monolayer
WS2 through Electric Field Gating. Nano Lett. 18, 6455-6460 (2018).
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5.1

Valley polarized exciton polariton in WS2

The formation of half-light half-matter quasiparticles under strong coupling results in properties
unique from those of the constituent components. Fingerprints of both light and matter are
imprinted on the new quasiparticles, called polaritons. In the context of two-dimensional (2D)
materials, this opens up the possibility of exploiting the intriguing spin–valley physics of a bare
semiconductor combined with the light mass of the photonic component for possible quantum
technologies. Specifically, the valley degree of freedom43,44, which remained largely unexplored
until the advent of these materials, is highly attractive in this context as it provides an optically
accessible route for the control and manipulation of electron spin. Here, we report the observation
of room-temperature strongly coupled light–matter quasiparticles that are valley polarized because
of the coupling of photons with specific helicity to excitons that occupy quantum mechanically
distinct valleys in momentum space. The realization of valley polaritons in 2D semiconductor
microcavities presents the first step towards engineering valley-polaritonic devices.
Electronic charge and spin degrees of freedom (DOF) have been exploited widely for numerous
device applications as well as to explore new condensed-matter phenomena. A largely unexplored
DOF is the valley degree, which relates to the quantum mechanically distinct valleys (minima) in
momentum space that the electron occupies. The idea of exploiting the valley DOF or valley
pseudospins has been investigated since the late 1970s, when it was explored in the context of
intervalley coupling in 2D electron gases43,44. The possibility to manipulate the valley degree—
also more popularly known as ‘valleytronics’—was more recently studied in a variety of material
systems45–47. Although valley-associated phenomena were observed in these systems, the control
of valley pseudospin akin to the spin of electrons remained mostly elusive because of the lack of
an inherent material property that allowed the selective addressing of distinct valleys through an
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external control. The advent of 2D materials with a honeycomb lattice and inequivalent valleys at
the K and K′ points of the Brillouin zone has provided a new method for external control48.
Specifically, owing to their broken inversion symmetry, the 2D transition-metal dichalcogenides
(TMDs) give rise to valley dependent optical selection rules49–51 in which the handedness of light
(right or left circularly polarized excitation) addresses a specific K valley and hence the emission
follows the helicity of the excitation, as shown schematically in the inset of Figure 5.127,52–54. The
ongoing quest is to understand how to control this valley DOF, and thereby enable the potential
application in valleytronic devices55,56.
Another unique property of 2D TMDs is their large exciton binding energy (0.3–0.5 eV), which
allows for stable room-temperature excitons. For example, the strong coupling of excitons and
photons and the resulting formation of exciton–polaritons has been demonstrated in a variety of
cavity systems, both at room temperature and at low temperature36,37,40,57–59. In these
demonstrations, strong coupling was demonstrated via the anti-crossing observed in angleresolved reflectivity and photoluminescence (PL). Still, the unique properties of 2D TMD excitons
have yet to be exploited in the context of exciton–polaritons. A recent demonstration of the
coupling of Fermi polarons to cavity photons in 2D TMD was a first step in this context57. Here,
we report the observation of valley-polarized polaritons formed by the strong coupling of valley
excitons with cavity photons at room temperature. These polaritons can be externally addressed
via the helicity of the excitation signal and the polariton emission follows the handedness of the
excitation. Helicity has previously been used to address spinor polaritons selectively, which result
from a coupling of the exciton spin to the photon helicity, and give rise to important effects17,21,60–
64

. In contrast, valley-polarized polaritons originate from quantum mechanically distinct valleys

separated in momentum space. These are robust, given that intervalley scattering is necessary for
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a spin flip, and have the important advantage that electric fields can be used to control the valley
DOF in contrast to conventional spinor polaritons65.
5.1.1

Sample fabrication and characterization
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Figure 5.1 | Schematic of the valley polariton phenomena. Pump 1 is used to excite directly the

exciton reservoir, whereas Pump 2 excites the lower polariton branch at specific k ∥ and ω. The

emission is collected at smaller angles. The bottom inset is a schematic of the microcavity structure
with silver mirrors and a SiO2 cavity layer embedded with 2D WS2.
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Figure 5.2 | Dispersion of the microcavity. The left panels show the angle-resolved reflectivity,
whereas the right panels show the angle-resolved PL obtained via Fourier space imaging. (a)–(f),
The different detunings of the microcavities are Δ = –105 meV (a and b), Δ = –60 meV (c and d)
and Δ = +16 meV (e and f).
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A schematic of the valley-polariton phenomena explored in this work is shown in Figure 5.1. The
valley-polarized exciton–polaritons are pumped with a specific handedness in resonance with the
exciton reservoir (Pump 1) and the emission is collected for small in-plane wavevectors, k||, and
resolved as a function of polarization. A second experiment was carried out with the excitation
pump in resonance with the lower polariton branch (Pump 2), thus directly exciting polaritons with
a well-defined energy and momentum. An important question to address is whether the exciton–
polaritons preserve the valley properties of their excitonic component. The microcavity structure
used in this work is shown schematically in the inset of Figure 5.1. The structure consists of silver
mirrors with a silicon dioxide cavity layer embedded with the 2D tungsten disulfide (WS2) layer.
Three different microcavities with different detunings (Δ = ωcavity −ωexciton at k = 0 (ω, frequency))
and thus different exciton/photon content are investigated here. The results of angle-resolved
reflectivity and PL observed from these cavities are shown in Figure 5.2. The angle has a one-toone correspondence with in-plane momentum (A∥ ) through A∥ =

sin †⁄ , where c is the speed

of light. The dashed lines indicate the bare cavity and exciton dispersions, whereas the green and
blue solid lines correspond to the upper and lower polariton branches, respectively. The fits to the
polariton modes were obtained using a coupled oscillator model. The cavities with detunings of Δ
= −105 meV, −60 meV and +16 meV show anticrossing with Rabi splitting of 100, 80 and 70 meV,
respectively. The angle-resolved PL measurements on the negatively detuned cavities show a
typical bottleneck effect in which the emission maximum occurs at large angles.
5.1.2

Helicity resolved non-resonant pump

To establish the valley properties of the polaritons, we carried out two types of resonant pump
experiments. In the first set of experiments, the circularly polarized excitation pump was tuned to
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be in resonance with the exciton A energy of WS2 (1.98 eV) at room temperature. Right and left
circularly polarized excitation pumps were obtained using the combination of an achromatic
quarter-wave plate (QWP) and a linear polarizer (LP) in front of a tunable laser (Toptica TVIS).
On the collection side, a similar QWP and LP combination is used to resolve the helicity of the
lower polariton branch emission. A 633 nm (1.958 eV) long-pass filter was used on the emission
side to filter out the excitation signal. Both helicities (right, σ+, and left, σ–) were resolved and the
spectrum was recorded using a Princeton Instruments monochromator with a Pixis 1024B EMCCD
camera. The circular polarization-resolved spectrum obtained from the −60 meV detuned sample
is shown in Figure 5.3a, b for both helicities. Optical helicity, defined as ρ = [I(σ+) − I(σ−)]/[I(σ+)
+ I(σ−)] where I(σ+) and I(σ−) are the polarization- resolved PL intensities, gives peak helicities of
27 ± 2% and −27 ± 2% for the right- and left-handed circularly polarized light, respectively (from
Figure 5.3a,b). One of the key differences between bare excitons and exciton polaritons is the
strong dispersion of the latter that arises from the photonic component. To understand the
implication of this on the valley-polarization property of the emission, we carried out angleresolved helicity measurements by recording the circularly polarized emission spectrum in
momentum space. The helicity as a function of angle for the three different detunings are shown
in Figure 5.3c. First, the helicity increases as the angle increases for the positive detuning (Δ = +16
meV). Second, the negative detuned cavities (Δ = −60 meV and Δ = −105 meV) show almost no
dependence on the angle. This contrasting behavior can be attributed to the competing effect of
the polarization splitting of the photon mode in the cavity with the short lifetime of the polariton
states and their excitonic content as a function of angle60. At all angles, the positive detuned cavity
shows a larger helicity than the negatively detuned cavity because of the larger excitonic
component. Although this difference is harder to observe at k|| = 0 because of the error range, the
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trend is clearly observed as we move to slightly larger k|| values. These results demonstrate the role
of the quantum-mechanically distinct valley origin of the excitons involved in the polariton
formation. Additionally, this also presents an opportunity to address selectively the valley-specific
polaritons through cavity design, pump frequency and polarization.
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Figure 5.3 | Helicity of the polariton emission. (a), (b) Helicity-resolved lower polariton branch
emission spectrum integrated over all angles for excitation with σ− (a) and σ+ (b) excitation at
1.98 eV, which corresponds to the bare exciton A energy (Pump 1). The peak helicities are 27 ±
2% for σ− and 27 ± 2% for σ+ excitation. (c) Angle-resolved helicity for the three different
detunings for the σ+ excitation, in which the slightly positive detuned cavity (Δ = +16 meV) shows
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increasing helicity as a function of angle, whereas the negative detuned cavities (Δ = –60 meV and
Δ = –105 meV) show no observable trend within the experimental uncertainty. Error bars represent
the standard deviation (+/−2) of a set of measurements.
5.1.3

Helicity resolved resonant pump

The second resonant pump experiment carried out was with the excitation pump laser in resonance
with the lower polariton branch, as shown by the Pump 2 arrow in Figure 5.1. Here the pump
energy (1.95 eV) is below the exciton A energy (1.98 eV) and we directly excite the lower polariton
branch for the −60 meV detuned cavity. Using a similar set-up as discussed above in combination
with a 650 nm (1.907 eV) long-pass filter, we carried out the helicity-resolved valley-polarization
experiments. Once again, we see that the polariton emission (±20°) shows a valley-specific
polarized emission with a peak helicity of ∼14% (Figure 5.4a). Figure 5.4c shows the angleresolved helicity of the polariton emission. It is clear that the polaritons maintain the valleyassociated helicity even at k|| = 0. This demonstration unambiguously shows that the valleypolarized polaritons can be addressed directly via their photonic component and that the distinct
valley origin of the exciton component is imprinted onto the hybrid polariton state.
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Figure 5.4 | Helicity of polariton emission under the resonant pump (Pump 2). (a) Helicityresolved polariton emission spectrum for the case in which the pump is in resonance with the lower
polariton branch (1.95 eV) with σ− polarization. A helicity of 14 ± 2% is observed. (b), Angle-

resolved helicity at small angles (small k ∥ ) for the σ− excitation polarizations. Although no clear

trend in angle dependence is observed for the small angles, clearly the system shows a helicity >12%
even at k ∥ = 0. Error bars represent the standard deviation (+/−2) of a set of measurements.

In summary, we have demonstrated valley-polarized polaritons at room temperature in a metal–
mirror cavity with a peak helicity of ∼27%. The valley polaritons were found to have an angledependent helicity, which is attributed to the excitonic component of the polariton states, which
increases with angle. The positive detuned cavity shows a maximum helicity at k ∥ = 0 compared
with the negative detuned cavities. More importantly, we observed valley polarization of the
polariton emission even when excited in resonance with the lower polariton branch, which lies
below the exciton reservoir. Helicity observed in this case for all three detunings is >12%. This
clearly indicates the quantum-mechanically distinct origin of the excitonic component of the
hybrid polariton state. The observation of valley-addressable polaritons at room temperature
presents the first step towards valley-polaritonic devices.

5.2

Control of Light−Matter Interaction in WS2 through Electric Field

Gating
Strong light matter coupling has been studied in a variety of solid-state systems ranging from
inorganic III−V semiconductors to organic molecular materials. The 2D TMDs are a recent entrant
into this field and present some unique opportunities that were impossible or harder to implement
in other material systems. Specifically, the possibility to electrically control the strength of
coupling between the excitons and photons is needed to realize devices such as polaritonic
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modulators, switches, and logic elements. In the 2D TMDs, the screened Coulomb interaction
affects the binding energy and oscillator strength28,66–69. In the presence of electrostatically induced
free carriers, the attractive interaction between the electrons and holes decreases, which results in
significant reduction in the oscillator strength. Here we exploit this property to demonstrate active
control of exciton polariton formation in 2D TMDs by integrating a WS2 field effect transistor into
a microcavity structure at room temperature. The Rabi splitting between the upper and lower
polariton branch, which is a measure of the strength of exciton-photon coupling, is reduced when
electrons are introduced into the system. Under the charge neutral condition, we observe Rabi
splitting of ∼60 meV which vanishes under highest electron concentration (corresponding to gate
bias of 3 V). The observed modification in Rabi splitting and associated decrease in light-matter
interaction strength are in good agreement with theory based on coupled oscillator model.
5.2.1

Sample fabrication and chracterization
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Figure 5.5 | Schematic of the device. (a) Schematic of the device. Inset shows the optical image
of the monolayer WS2 device. (b) PL spectrum of the monolayer WS2. (c) Differential reflectance
spectra at different gate voltages. (d) Schematic of the Fourier space imaging set up. Scale bar is
10 μm.
Figure 5.5a shows the schematic of the electrically gated microcavity device. The monolayer WS2
based field effect transistor is fabricated on a bottom silver mirror and Al2O3 spacer, which also
acts as the gate dielectric. Monolayer WS2, exfoliated on a poly- (dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS)
stamp, was transferred onto the Al2O3 layer using a dry transfer technique34. Layer identification
was done by photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy (Figure 5.5b): observed PL peaks at 616 nm,
attributed to the A exciton confirms the presence of monolayer. Contacts on the monolayer flake
was fabricated using electron beam lithography followed by evaporation of Ti/Au. Following this,
Poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) was spin coated to define the top spacer layer of the cavity.
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Before growing the top mirror, electrostatic gating of the monolayer WS2 was done in a back-gate
geometry with doped silicon substrate and bottom silver mirror acting as gate to investigate the
gate dependent optical signatures of the bare WS2 layer. Gate dependent PL and differential
reflectance spectra (ΔR/R = (Rsample − Rsubstrate)/Rsubstrate) is shown in Figure 5.5, parts b and c,
respectively. For the range of voltages applied, a gradual change from charge neutral to n-type
transition of the WS2 is observed. As electrons are induced, absorption originating form A exciton
in monolayer WS2 weakens67–69. In PL spectra, we observe a relative increase of low energy
emission attributed to negative trion69. The decrease in PL intensity of emission from neutral
exciton, is due to the reduction in exciton oscillator strength induced by free carrier screening69.
The change in doping concentration is estimated from the spectroscopic data. From our results, we
infer that −4 V corresponds to the charge neutral configuration of the monolayer (i.e., −4 V is the
threshold voltage). Carrier concentration in the monolayer can be estimated by the standard
MOSFET expression q = Coxide(Vg − Vt), where Coxide is the capacitance of Al2O3, Vg and Vt are
the applied gate and threshold voltages, respectively. The oxide capacitance per unit area in our
experiments is estimated to be 104 nF*cm−2 with oxide dielectric being 8.5.33 The maximum
carrier concentration achieved is estimated to be ∼4.5 × 1012 cm−2. Following the characterization
of the monolayer on bottom mirror, the top silver mirror is deposited to complete the metal-mirrorcavity. The empty cavity is designed to have a negative detuning (EExciton - ECavity at k∥ = 0) of
around 15 meV. The thicknesses of the metal mirrors on either side and the spacer layers
(consisting of Al2O3 and PMMA) are so chosen as to have the WS2 monolayer at the cavity
antinode. Angle resolved differential reflectance spectra were recorded using a homemade imaging
set up comprising of white light (broad band halogen source) and Olympus inverted microscope
coupled with Princeton Instruments monochromator with a Pixis 1024B EMCCD camera. A 50×,
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0.8 NA objective was used for reflectivity measurements. The polariton dispersion is revealed by
imaging the objective back aperture (Fourier plane) on to the camera (Figure 5.5d). All
measurements reported here were done at room temperature.
5.2.2

Gate voltage dependent strong coupling

Figure 5.6 | Angle-resolved reflectance at different gate voltages. The left panel shows the
experimental results while the right panel shows simulations from transfer matrix. The lines denote
coupled oscillator mode fits. Dashed lines indicate the bare cavity and exciton dispersions. The
white solid lines correspond to the lower and upper polariton branches, respectively.
Angle resolved differential reflectivity is shown in Figure 5.6a−d for different applied back gate
voltages. For the charge neutral configuration, clear anti-crossing is observed with a Rabi splitting
(ℏΩ) of ∼60 meV (Figure 5.6a). As the Fermi level in WS2 monolayer is tuned across the
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conduction band, the separation between upper polariton branch (UPB) and lower polariton branch
(LPB) becomes almost indistinguishable, associated with a steady decrease of the Rabi splitting.
At 3 V, anti-crossing is no longer be resolved (Figure 5.6d), and the dispersion resembles a redshifted bare cavity. The observed trend suggests a crossover from the strong coupling to weak
coupling regime. To capture the unique doping dependence of anti-crossing behavior, in Figure
5.7a, we plot the vertical slice extracted from Figure 5.6 at ∼−21°. With electron doping, the Rabi
splitting between the upper and lower polariton branches gradually decreases and becomes
unresolvable at higher electron concentration.

Figure 5.7 | Contour plot. Contour plot from cut along ∼−21° from the images in Figure 5.6 at

different gate voltages. Exciton and photon fraction at different gate voltages for (b) UPB and (c)
LPB.
We fit the experimental data to a coupled oscillator model70–72 with the exciton-photon interaction

strength, g as the free parameter. The coupled oscillator fits (UPB and LPB) are shown by the solid
white curves in Figure 5.6. The dashed lines correspond to the bare cavity and exciton dispersions.
The Rabi splitting is found to be ∼60 meV (Figure 5.6a) for the charge neutral configuration and
decreases as the gate voltage increases. Using the observed reduction in Rabi splitting obtained
from coupled oscillator model fits, we infer the transition from strong to weak coupling. The
Hopfield coefficients73 obtained from coupled oscillator model, are plotted in Figure 5.7, parts b
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and c. With increasing angles, the UPB (LPB) becomes more photon (exciton) like as the voltage
is tuned from neutral regime (−4 V) to electron doped configuration.
5.2.3

Voltage dependent oscillator strength

The observed trend of decrease in Rabi splitting with electron doping can be explained by many
body effects such as Pauli blocking and screened Coulomb interaction which modify the exciton
binding energy and oscillator strength67–69. Given the moderate doping, our experiment can be
explained in terms of screened Coulomb interaction69. To better substantiate the modification in
oscillator strength of the two-dimensional TMDs, we perform transfer matrix simulations to model
the experiment. We fit the complex dielectric function ϵ(@) = Š (@) + SŠ (@) using Lorentz

oscillator model: ϵ(@) = 1 + ∑•
r‘

‹Œ

•ŒŽ • Ž (••Œ

, where

r

and 1r are oscillator strength and line

width of the jth oscillator. The results of the transfer matrix simulations are shown in Figure 5.6
(right panels) in excellent agreement with the experiments. For different gate voltages, the
oscillator strengths in transfer matrix simulations were varied to agree with the experimental
results and the extracted oscillator strength is shown in Figure 5.8. The reduction in oscillator
strength can be explained as follows. The screened interaction under the presence of
electrostatically induced free carriers reduces the attractive interaction between electron and holes
causing a significant decrease in the exciton oscillator strength. This in turn reduces the interaction
strength g as shown previously in coupled oscillator mode fits. Depleting the excess free carriers
by application of negative voltages, creates an intrinsic WS2 channel, where the exciton oscillator
strength is restored. In our experiment, the change in oscillator strength is manifested as a reduction
in the PL and reflection intensities. Similar doping concentrations have resulted in binding energy
reduction of ∼100 meV and associated blue shift in exciton resonance by ∼15 meV. Given the
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room temperature operation of our present device, the spectral shift is not observed. This is
attributed to the elevated temperature as well as the competing effect of band gap renormalization
and binding energy changes68.
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Figure 5.8 | Oscillator strength as a function of gate voltage. The carrier concentration n is also
shown.
The binding energy of nth exciton state in 2D TMD can be calculated from E“ =

3”•

ℏ– Ž ()

,
/ )Ž

where μ is the reduced exciton mass (μ = 0.16 m0, m0 being electron rest mass) and ϵ is the effective
dielectric constant28. The exciton Bohr radius a32 , could be evaluated from a32 =

1/2) , where

™

–d˜
•

™ (b

−

is hydrogen Bohr radius. Assuming a quasiparticle band gap of 2.4 eV and

exciton resonance around 2.015 eV for undoped sample in our experiment, we estimate a binding
energy Eb to be ∼380 meV and ϵ around ∼4.8, similar to what has been reported earlier for n = 1

exciton state28. Thus, the exciton Bohr radius, comes out to be ∼7 Å. Assuming a binding energy
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reduction of ∼100 meV, due to electron doping, the effective dielectric constant ϵ is estimated to

be ∼5.6. This results in an enlarged excitonic Bohr radius ∼10 Å. These values of exciton Bohr
radius agrees well with that reported by Zhang et al. for monolayer MoS2 with similar doping
range66. Since the oscillator strength varies as f ∝ 1/(a32 ) , we estimate our oscillator strength to
decrease by a factor of 6 for the highest doping which agrees with earlier reported values.
In summary, we present an approach to dynamically control the interaction between excitons in
monolayer WS2 and microcavity photons at room temperature. This is achieved by tuning the
oscillator strength of the WS2 excitons in the presence of charged carriers induced by electrostatic
gating. Anti-crossing between exciton and cavity photons were observed as a result of the strong
coupling nature of the interaction resulting in the formation of exciton-polaritons. When the WS2
channel inside the FET, was depleted of free carriers, Rabi splitting of ∼60 meV was observed.
As the monolayer channel was electrostatically doped, the Rabi splitting decreased and eventually
became unresolvable. The experimental findings are supported by theoretical model involving
coupled oscillator model fit and transfer matrix calculations. The present demonstration of using
a FET in a microcavity structure presents the first step toward low energy ultrafast polariton
modulators and optoelectronic switches based on 2D materials.
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Chapter 6

Higher order exciton polaritons in WSe2

Strong optical nonlinearities play a central role in realizing quantum photonic technologies. In
solid state systems, the exciton-polaritons which result from the hybridization of material
excitations and cavity photons are an attractive candidate to realize such nonlinearities. The
interaction arising from the material component, excitons, forms the basis of the polaritonic
nonlinearity. Several solid state systems have demonstrated nonlinear interaction of polaritons
using the n = 1 (1S) excitonic state14,15,74–76 including signatures of single polariton nonlinearities
such as the polariton blockade. However, the nonlinear interactions of these ground state excitons
are too weak to reach the regime of quantum nonlinear optics. Excited states, however, generally
feature enhanced interactions and therefore hold promise for accessing the quantum domain, as
demonstrated with high-lying Rydberg states of cold atomic systems. Excited states of excitons
have recently been observed in monolayer transition metal dichalcogenides28,77–80. Here we
demonstrate the formation of exciton-polaritons using the excited excitonic state (2S) in monolayer
tungsten diselenide (WSe2) embedded in a microcavity. Owing to the larger wavefunctions of the
2S excitons comparing to 1S state, these polaritons show greater than 15x enhancement in
nonlinear response evidenced through the modification of the Rabi splitting under optical
excitation. The demonstration of 2S exciton-polaritons in two-dimensional semiconductors and
their enhanced nonlinear response presents the first step towards the generation of strong photon
interactions in solid state systems, a necessary building block for quantum photonic technologies.

6.1

Introduction
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Exciton-Polaritons, quasiparticles arising from the strong coupling between cavity photons and
excitons in semiconductors, allow for observation of exotic physical phenomena such as
condensation2–4, superfluidity11, solitons12 and quantized vortices81, can be engineered to emulate
systems such as atomic lattices for potential applications as quantum simulators5, as well as for
optoelectronic applications such as low energy switches82, transistors16 and interferometers6. This
array of rich physical phenomena and the associated applications stem from the half-light halfmatter make up of these quasiparticles. The photonic component lends the properties such as longrange propagation, small effective mass, and spatial coherence while the matter (exciton)
component provides the interactions, spin-selectivity and nonlinearity. The strength of this
interaction depends on the fraction of the excitonic component present in the polaritons. In
inorganic semiconductors consisting of Wannier-Mott excitons which can be described by a
hydrogen atom –like model, this interaction strength is directly proportional to the exciton binding
energy and the square of the exciton Bohr radius76,83, 5 ∝ @“

@“ is the binding energy and

“

“ . Here,

5 is the interaction strength,

is the Bohr radius. Thus, one could in principle enhance the

interactions by choosing material excitations with larger binding energy or Bohr radius. However
these quantities are complementary and hence systems such as transition metal dichalcogenides
(TMDs) that have large ground state (n = 1S) exciton binding energies (~ 0.1-0.3 eV) and also
reasonable Bohr radius (1 nm) have become attractive for exploring polariton physics and devices
at elevated temperatures36,37,84–86. However even in TMDs the small Bohr radius has been an
impediment to realizing large exciton-exciton interaction strengths for the 1S excitons87,88. A
natural question to ask in this context is if one can exploit the larger Bohr radius of excited Rydberg
excitons found in TMDs to enhance the interactions, given that the interaction strength goes as
fourth power of the principle quantum number89.
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Excited states of excitons have been studied in variety of materials such as CuCl2, GaAs, TMDs
and halide perovskites28,29,77–80,90–93. Strong coupling of cavity photons to excited exciton states
has been demonstrated in the GaAs and the perovskite systems recently94,95. However, the main
motivation to go to excited Rydberg exciton states – to enhance interaction strength is yet to be
convincingly demonstrated in any system. Here we report the realization of Rydberg exciton
polaritons in archetypical two-dimensional TMD, WSe2 embedded in a monolithic microcavity
and more importantly demonstrate their enhanced interaction strength owing to their larger Bohr
radius.

6.2

Sample fabrication and characterization
a
Silver

b

PMMA
hBN/WSe2
stacking
SiO2

12 periods of SiO2/SiNx DBR

SiNx

Figure 6.1 | Schematic of the sample. (a) Schematic of sample structure. (b) Optical image after
hBN-WSe2 stacking is transferred on top of DBR.
The sample structure is shown in Figure 6.1a. The cavity consists of 12 periods of bottom
SiNx/SiO2 DBR, hBN-WSe2-hBN stacking, PMMA and top silver mirror. The DBR layers were
grown by PECVD on a silicon substrate. High quality monolayer WSe2 grown by vapor flux
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method and multilayer hBN (HQ Graphene) were first exfoliated onto SiO2/Si substrate using
scotch tape. The hBN-WSe2-hBN stacking was made by following the polycarbonate (PPC)
picking up technique35,96 and then transferred onto bottom DBR at 120°C. The combination of
bottom DBR and the stacking were soaked in chloroform for 12 hours to dissolve the
polycarbonate residue. Figure 6.1b is the optical image showing the three layers of WSe2 after
transfer on the bottom DBR. The area shown by the dashed white line is the WSe2 region. To
confirm the observation of 2S state, we did an angle resolved white light reflection contrast
measurement directly after the WSe2 stack was transferred onto the bottom DBR. The reflection
contrast defined as 1-Rsample/Rref, where Rsample and Rref are reflected intensities from WSe2 area
and bare DBR area, respectively, is shown in Figure 6.2. Here a positive contrast indicates
absorption in the sample. Clear 1S exciton (1.655eV) and 2S exciton (1.780eV) absorption were
observed without any dispersion. Their spectral positions are labeled by the white arrows. The
parabolic features in Figure 6.2 arise from the DBR side band. After that, a thin layer of PMMA
was spin coated onto the stacking to match the cavity layer thickness and then we deposited 40nm
silver using electron beam evaporation to finalize the sample. In this sample, we stacked three
layers of WSe2 together instead of one. The reason is that the oscillator strength of the second
excited exciton (2S) state is 5-10 times weaker than ground state exciton (1S), or the so-called A
exciton in TMDs as can be seen from both room temperature of low temperature differential
reflection spectrum of bare WSe2 in Figure 6.4a. Typically, the Rabi splitting for 1S exciton
polariton is on the order off few tens of meV36,37,39,41. Considering the cavity linewidth as well as
the electric field distribution in the cavity, more layers are necessary to achieve observable strong
coupling for the 2S states.
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Figure 6.2 | Differential reflection at room temperature. Differential reflection after the three layers
WSe2 stacking were transferred on top of DBR, but before the deposition of top silver mirror. Clear
1S and 2S states were observed with no dispersion. Parabolic features are the DBR side band.
Material

Silver

PMMA

hBN

WSe2

hBN

WSe2

Thickness (nm)

40

212

40

0.7

2

0.7

Material

hBN

WSe2

hBN

DBR-SiO2

DBR-SiNx

Thickness (nm)

2

0.7

20

113

82.5

Table 6-1 | Thickness of each layer in Figure 6.1a.
Showing in Table 6-1 is the thickness of each layer in Figure 6.1a. The thickness of PMMA was
chosen so that the one of the cavity electric field distribution maximum at the 2S resonance will
overlap with the WSe2 region (Figure 6.3), leading to larger Rabi splitting. We also measured the
temperature dependent 2S energy in bare monolayer WSe2. Figure 6.4a shows the normalized
differential reflection spectrum of a monolayer WSe2 on top of silver substrate at room temperature
(red curve) as well as 77K (black curve). Both 1S and 2S exciton can be observed in all the
temperatures, but the latter shows much smaller oscillator strength. Figure 6.4a also shows a clear
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blue shift as well as reduced linewidth of all the exciton resonances when temperature goes down.
At 15K (Figure 6.5), the linewidth can be as small as 4 meV. About 70 meV blue shift was
observed as the temperature goes from 290K to 15K (Figure 6.4b).
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Figure 6.3 | Cavity Electric Field Distribution at 676 nm. Transfer matrix simulation (blue curve)
of the field distribution at 670nm for structure shown in Figure 6.1a. Each layer thickness is shown
in Table 6-1. Position ‘0’ is related to the silver layer top surface. The sharp peak in the refractive
index plot (orange curve) shows the relative position of WSe2 in the cavity.
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Figure 6.4 | WSe2 temperature dependent 2S exciton energy. (a) Normalized differential reflection
spectra of monolayer WSe2 at temperature of 77K (black) and 300K (red). Clear 2S peak was
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observed even at room temperature. The relative height of the 2S peak is 5-10 times lower than
the main exciton peak (1S), indicating much smaller oscillator strength for the 2S state. (b) 2S
energy as a function of temperature. The blue shift from 300K to 15K is about 70 meV.
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Figure 6.5 | WSe2 2S exciton energy at a temperature of 15K. (a) Differential reflectivity of
structure hBN/WSe2/hBN/SiO2/Si. The top and bottom hBN thickness are 32nm and 53nm. The
SiO2 thickness is 300nm. The main shark peak is the 1S state. The blue closed area is related to 2S
state. (b) Zoomed data from blue closed area in (a), the orange line is the fit curve based on Lorentz
oscillator model. The best fit shows that 2S energy is 1.864eV and the linewidth is 4meV.

6.3

Low Temperature Strong Coupling with 2S state

After the characterization of the sample, we are sure 2S exciton state can be observed in our sample
(Figure 6.2) and the 2S energy can be tuned with temperature (Figure 6.4, Figure 6.5). We then
carried out Fourier space (k-space) imaging to determine the dispersion of the strongly coupled
states at low temperatures. Figure 6.6a-c shows k-space image of the polariton branches indicating
strong coupling at different temperatures (140K, 77K, 15K). The white solid lines are the fits
simulated using transfer matrix method. The white dashed lines represent the bare 2S exciton
dispersion (E32 ) and bare cavity dispersions (E

<
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). At 140K (Figure 6.6a), only the bare cavity

mode is observed. Strong coupling was not observed here because of the positive detuning (11meV)
between the cavity mode and the exciton, which is defined as ∆ = E

<

− E32 at k|| = 0. At 77K,

the blue shift of 2S resonance changes the detuning, ∆ from positive to negative (-8 meV) and the

anti-crossing of the top and bottom polariton branch was observed with 7 meV Rabi splitting
(Figure 6.6b). By lowering the temperature down to 15K, the increased oscillator strength gave a
strong coupling with a 7.7 meV Rabi splitting (Figure 6.6c), which is larger than Ω >
1 = 7.1

where

m

and 12 = 5

m

••Ž X•žŽ

,

correspond to the cavity and exciton linewidth,

respectively. Line cuts from Figure 6.6c from 9 to 18 degrees are plotted in Figure 6.6d. Tracing
the position of the dips show clear anti crossing behavior between the upper and lower polariton
branches.
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Figure 6.6 | Temperature dependent strong coupling with n2. (a)-(c) Different temperature (140K,
77K, 15K) strong coupling. 7.7 meV Rabi splitting was observed at 15K. (d) Line cut from 15K
data between 9° to 18° showing the anti-crossing behavior between UP and LP.

6.4

Power dependence of reflection
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Figure 6.7 | Power dependent strong coupling with 2S. (a)-(d), Angle resolved reflection under

different white light single pulse power 0.25 mW/μm (a), 15 mW/μm (b), 60 mW/μm (c),
250 mW/μm (d). Higher power creates larger polariton density, leading to stronger interaction
that reduces the oscillator strength.

To understand the role of excited excitonic states and their associated larger exciton radii on the
nonlinear optical response, we studied the optical pump dependence on the excited polariton states.
At higher polariton densities, polariton-polariton interaction originates from its excitonic
component and the polariton density can be tuned by changing the input excitation power. A super
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continuum white light source was used to do broadband reflection experiments. The incident
bandwidth that covers the 2S exciton energy was chosen between 650 nm and 750 nm by inserting
650 nm long pass and 750 nm short pass filters. The incident white light single pulse power was
tuned between 0.25 mW/μm and 250 mW/μm by using the combination of a half waveplate and
a linear polarizer. As shown in Figure 6.7a, under low power excitation, the reflection shows strong
coupling with similar Rabi spitting as in Figure 6.6c. When the white light power gradually
increases, the Rabi splitting becomes less (Figure 6.7b, c). And finally, when the power reaches
250 mW/μm , the Rabi splitting disappears and only a bare cavity mode can be seen (Figure 6.7d).
Based on polariton-polariton interaction potential in 2-13, increasing of exciton density has two
effects on the overall polariton response as shown in Figure 6.8: (i) The oscillator strength reduces
due to phase space filling effect in the presence of large number of excitons and thus reduces the
Rabi splitting and (ii) the exciton-exciton exchange interaction renormalizes the exciton energy
and blue shits it resulting in an overall blue shift of the polariton branches18. While both effects
occur simultaneously, in the present experiments, the latter effect seems to be not as significant as
the reduction in oscillator strength. There is no experimentally discernable exciton energy shift in
the range of optical excitation power we used, while the saturation effect is obvious as we can see
from Figure 6.7a-d. Thus, it is reasonable to conclude that the 2S polariton interaction constant g
mainly comes from the saturation term in this experiment. Such dominance of saturation effect has
also been studied in traditional inorganic semiconductors97. The ratio between the blue-shift of the
lower polariton branch (LPB) and the variation of the injected polariton density can be used to
estimate the interaction constant g. For low polariton densities, the blue-shift is linearly dependent
on the density. Figure 6.9 shows the LPB (magenta dots) and UPB (blue dots) energy position at
the in-plane momentum where Rabi splitting occurs as a function of the injected polariton density
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(calculation details in section 6.6). In the linear regime, the blue shift of 0.76 meV is related to
polariton density change of 1533 μm , so g = 0.76
Cavity Polariton
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Blue shift
ω

m ⁄1533 μm

= 0.496 ¥m ∙ μm .

Rabi splitting reducing
ω

UPB

Cavity
Exciton
LPB
k//
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Figure 6.8 | Two Aspects of Polariton-Polariton interaction. Left: polariton dispersion without
considering the polariton-polariton interaction. Middle: blue shift of all branches due to the
exciton-exciton interaction. Right: Reduced Rabi splitting due to the saturation of exciton-photon
interaction.
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Figure 6.9 | Density dependent upper and lower polariton branch shift. Upper polariton branch
(UPB) (blue dots) and lower polariton branch (LPB) (magenta dots) positions under different
injected polariton densities at the Rabi splitting angle where exciton and photon component have
the same fraction. When density is larger, LPB will blue-shift while UPB will red-shift.

6.5

Comparison between 1S and 2S state

Since the contribution of g is mainly from the saturation effect, the magnitude of LPB blue-shift
should also be proportional to the zero polariton density Rabi splitting 2ℏΩ/ and can be given as18

g ∝ ℏΩ/ ,2 , where ,2 is the square of exciton radius. To make a fair comparison between the

interaction strength of 1S and 2S excitonic states, it is more relevant to look at the normalized
interaction strength which can be defined as: g )%¦d = g/(ℏΩ/ ) ∝ ,2 . This removes the Rabi
splitting term which is obviously larger for the 1S compared to the 2S owing to the larger oscillator
strength of the 1S state. Here g )%¦d is the normalized interaction constant from saturation effect

which only depends on the square of exciton radius, which can be rewritten as g )%¦d = (2ℏΩ/ −

2ℏΩ) )/(2ℏΩ/ )/b = (Ω/ − Ω) )/Ω/ /b. Here 2ℏΩ) is the Rabi splitting for polariton density of

“n”. The 2ℏΩ) /(2ℏΩ/ ) = Ω) /Ω/ term is the normalized Rabi splitting, and (Ω/ − Ω) )/Ω/

stands for the change of the normalized Rabi splitting. Figure 6.10a shows the normalized Rabi
splitting Ω) /Ω/ as a function of the polariton density for the 2S exciton polariton. 2ℏΩ) is
calculated by measuring the polariton density dependent difference between upper polariton
branch (UPB) position (Figure 6.9 red dots) and the LPB position (Figure 6.9 black dots). In Figure
6.10a, the slope in the linear range then corresponds to g )%¦d . We have (Ω/ − Ω) )/Ω/ = 0.264

when the polariton density, b = 766 μm

, so g )%¦d = 0.264/766 μm

= 3.4 × 10

^

μm .

As a comparison, we also did a similar white light power dependent reflection experiment on a 1S
exciton polariton sample (for WS2). The power dependent white light reflection is showing in
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Figure 6.11. The single pulse power to reduce the Rabi splitting to zero is as high as 2.2 W/μm

in the 1S sample while that only needs ~0.2 W/μm in the 2S sample. The calculated g 1y
)%¦d =

2.2 × 10

10

_

_

μm

(Figure 6.10b). So,

1y
we have g 2y
)%¦d /g )%¦d = 3.4 × 10

^

μm /(2.2 ×

μm ) = 15.4. Such comparison is reasonable since g )%¦d is only proportional to ,2 , and the

radius for different states in TMDs system have been shown78,98 to be ,2§ = 1.7 b , ,2§ = 6.6 b ,
1y
the theoretical normalized interaction constant ratio between them should be g 2y
)%¦d /g )%¦d =

(6.6 b ) /(1.7 b ) = 15.1. Our result matches well with the theoretical value, which in turn,
proves that the polariton interaction in these experiments in TMD systems mainly originate from
saturation effect and excited state exciton polariton states have larger interactions arising from
their larger exciton radii.
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Figure 6.10 | Comparison between 1S and 2S. (a) Normalized Rabi splitting for 2S polariton as a
function of the input polariton density. ∆) is the Rabi splitting at polariton density n. It reduces as

n becomes larger. ∆/ is the Rabi splitting at the beginning where there is no polariton created. We

have (Ω/ − Ω) )/Ω/ = 0.264 when the polariton density, b = 766 μm

766 μm

= 3.4 × 10

^

μm . (b) Similar as (a), but for 1S polariton. We have (Ω/ − Ω) )/Ω/ =

0.283 when the polariton density n = 12595 μm
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μm .
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, so g )%¦d
= 0.283/12595 μm

= 2.2 ×
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Figure 6.11 | 1S exciton polariton power dependent reflection. (a)-(c), White light reflection at the
single pulse power of 22 mW/μm (a), 0.4 W/μm (b), 2.2 W/μm (c). As power is increasing,

the Rabi splitting becomes smaller.

6.6

Polariton density calculation

Polariton density |¨M# (©, p)| at any given wavevector k in the momentum space, is calculated by
the Gross-Pitaevskii equation of the form

Sℏ

ª¨M# (©, p)
Sℏ1M#
= «ŠM# (©) −
¬ ¨M# (©, p) + ℏ"# (©, p)
ªp
2

6-1

The ŠM# (©) is the polariton dispersion of the lower branch and 1M# is the polariton loss rate. In our

experiment, 1M# is 1.69 × 10 /-. "# (©, p) is the pumping term. The pumping pulse width is 0 ps,

which is much larger than the polariton lifetime (94 fs), so the pumping term can be treated as a
CW source with a harmonic form like ℏ"# (©)m

(®¯ '

then the above equation can be rewritten as
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. We can define ¨M# (©, p) = °̈ M# (©)m

(®¯ '

,

«ℏ

#

− ŠM# (©) +

Sℏ1M#
¬ °̈ M# (©) = ℏ"# (©)
2

6-2

The "# (©) term is governed by the input-output relation99

1M# ∙ ²()' (©)
"# (©) = J(©)±
ℏ #

6-3

Here J(©) is the polariton branch photon Hopfield coefficient. ²()' (©) is the incident power on
the top surface which has a gaussian distribution in the momentum space with a full width at half
maximum (FWHM) 0.44 μm . If we only consider the resonant pumping, the first two terms in
the left side of equation 6-2 cancel out, resulting with

Sℏ1M#
2" (©)
°̈ M# (©) = ℏ"# (©) ⟹ °̈ M# (©) = #
2
S1M#
|¨M# (©, p)| = L°̈ M# (©)L =

4|J| ²()'
1M# ∙ ℏ #

6-4

6-5

The summation of all © in momentum space ∑©|¨M# (©, p)| gives the total number of polaritons.

6.7

Summary

In summary, we have demonstrated the formation of excited state exciton polaritons in monolayer
WSe2 encapsulated between hBN layers embedded in a microcavity. At low temperature, the 2S
exciton coupled with cavity to form 2S exciton polariton. The Rabi splitting is reduced when a
higher polariton density is created by the pump source. Similar method is applied to check the
power dependence of the 1S exciton polariton state. While comparing the Rabi splitting drop as a
function of the input density for both 1S and 2S, we found that 2S polariton has a ~15 fold smaller
threshold than 1S polariton to have them both dropping the Rabi splitting by the same percentage.
This ratio is consistent with the theory prediction of interaction induced saturation behavior. We
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conclude in the density regime we created (1S ~ 105 µm , 2S ~ 104 µm ), the main effect of
multibody interaction is the saturation behavior and the interaction strength for 2S is much larger
than 1S which is governed by the exciton radius of each state. Our demonstration presents a
promising step towards the nonlinear optics by utilizing the excited exciton state.
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Chapter 7

Electrical excitation of exciton polaritons in

monolayer WS2
Exciton polaritons have been used to demonstrate a wide array of fundamental phenomena and
potential applications ranging from Bose-Einstein like condensation2–4 to analog Hamiltonian
simulators5 and chip-scale interferometers6. Recently the two dimensional transition metal
dichalcogenides (TMDs) owing to their large exciton binding energies, oscillator strength and
valley degree of freedom have emerged as a very attractive platform to realize exciton-polaritons
at elevated temperatures7. Achieving electrical injection of polaritons is attractive both as a
precursor to realizing electrically driven polariton lasers100,101 as well as for high speed lightemitting diodes (LED) for communication systems102. Here we demonstrate an electrically driven
polariton LED operating at room temperature using monolayer tungsten disulphide (WS2) as the
emissive material. To realize this device, the monolayer WS2 is sandwiched between thin
hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) tunnel barriers with graphene layers acting as the electrodes31,103.
The entire tunnel LED structure is embedded inside a one-dimensional distributed Bragg reflector
(DBR) based microcavity structure. The extracted external quantum efficiency is ~0.1% and is
comparable to recent demonstrations of bulk organic104 and carbon nanotube based polariton
electroluminescence (EL) devices105. The possibility to realize electrically driven polariton LEDs
in atomically thin semiconductors at room temperature presents a promising step towards
achieving an inversionless electrically driven laser in these systems as well as for ultrafast
microcavity LEDs using van der Waals materials.
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7.1

Introduction

Atomically thin van der Waals (vdW) materials have become a very attractive platform for
realizing plethora of fundamental phenomena and technological innovations owing to their highly
desirable electrical, optical, mechanical and thermal properties. Of these vdW materials, TMDs
have become extremely attractive for optoelectronics owing to their unprecedented strength of
interaction with light. Combined with other vdW materials such as graphene, a conductor and
hexagonal boron nitride (hBN), an insulator, one can realize the entire gamut of electrically driven
semiconductor devices such as LEDs, photodetectors, sensors, and energy storage devices106.
Owing to their large exciton binding energy in the monolayer limit combined with the properties
such as valley polarization, the TMDs have also become a highly sought after platform for realizing
strongly coupled exciton-polariton (EP) devices with largely unexplored characteristics such as
the valley degree of freedom, charged excitons, long distance propagation and excited states57,84–
86,107,108

. Most of the work on EPs based on two-dimensional (2D) TMDs have been done via

optical excitation as has been the scenario for most of the field of exciton-polaritons. However
with the recent emergence of polaritonic devices for applications ranging from ultrafast LEDs to
polaritonic circuits17,20, there is much interest in realizing electrically driven polariton emitters.
Such emitters are highly desirable and also markedly distinct and harder to fabricate compared to
their optically driven counterparts due to their device complexity. Polariton LEDs have been
demonstrated in traditional inorganic semiconductors100,101,105,109–113 as well as in organic
materials104,114,115 using bulk materials or with multiple quantum wells. While there have been few
reports of control of strong coupling in 2D TMDs via electric field gating42,116, there has yet to be
any demonstration of electrical injection of EPs and electroluminescence (EL) from such strongly
coupled systems. Here we demonstrate an electrically driven polariton LED using vdW
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heterostructures that operates in a tunnel injection architecture under strong coupling to cavity
photons. The attractiveness of the 2D material platform stems from the possibility to realize
devices that have atomically thin emissive layers exhibiting integration compatibility with other
vdW materials for contacts (graphene) and tunnel barriers (hBN). Furthermore, the 2D material
platform encompasses a wide range of complex physical phenomena with its unique opportunity
to integrate vdW materials

with magnetic117, superconducting118 and topological transport

properties119 resulting in hitherto uncharted device features.

7.2

Sample fabrication and characterization
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Figure 7.1 | Device Structure. (a) Schematic of the device. (b) Optical image of the stacking before
the top silver mirror is grown. Gold contacts and top hBN are labeled. It must be pointed out that
due to the large reflection from DBR substrate, only top hBN is observable. More images can be
found in Table 7-2. (c) Cavity electric field distribution at 620 nm. The inset shows the reflection
of a bare cavity with linewidth 8.2 nm (24 meV).
Material

Silver PMMA hBN WS2

Graphene

2

0.4

Thickness (nm) 40

200

40

Material

WS2

hBN Graphene hBN SiO2 DBR-SiNx DBR-SiO2

0.7

2

hBN

Thickness (nm) 2

0.7

hBN WS2 hBN

0.4

20

0.7

78

3

77.5

Table 7-1 | Thickness of each layer in Figure 7.1a.
Stacking order

Image on PPC film

1. First WS2

2. Second WS2
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WS2 image

106.2

3. Third WS2
Only part of this WS2 is picked up

Table 7-2 | Selected stacking images after each WS2 layer was picked up. Left: Schematics of the
stacked layer order. Middle: Optical image of the PPC film at different steps. Right: Microscope
optical image of different WS2 layers. In each row, there are two white arrows in middle and right
columns pointing at the same position for the guiding of view to ensure the WS2 has been
successfully picked up at each step. Monolayer WS2 is easy to identify due to the color contrast,
for example, in the first WS2 image, the white arrow is pointing at the monolayer region. All the
figures have the same scale. A 10 µ m scale bar is shown in the first row PPC film image.
GrT

hBN
WS2

b

hBN

0.3

Current J (µΑ/µm2)

a

0.2
0.1
0.0
-0.1
-0.2
-0.3
-6

GrB

-4

-2

0
2
V (volts)

4

6

Figure 7.2 | I-V curve. (a) Band diagrams at high bias above threshold. Electron (hole) can tunnel
through hBN into WS2 conduction (valence) band. Top (bottom) graphene is labeled as GrT (GrB).
(b) Tunneling current as a function of bias voltage.
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We first fabricated the bottom DBR consisting of 12 periods of alternate layers of SiO2 (106.2 nm)
and Si3N4 (77.5 nm) which was grown on silicon substrate by plasma enhanced chemical vapor
deposition (PECVD) under a temperature of 350°C. Two gold contacts were then prefabricated
onto the DBR top surface. We used electron beam lithography to write the contacts pattern and
deposited Ti/Au (2nm/8nm) by electron beam evaporation. Monolayer WS2, graphene and
multilayer hBN were exfoliated from bulk crystals (WS2 and graphene from HQ Graphene and
hBN from 2Dsemiconductor Inc.) using scotch tape onto 300nm SiO2/Si substrate. Heterostructure
stacking and transfer were done using the well-known poly-propylene carbonate (PPC) transfer
technique41. Shown in Figure 7.1a is the schematic of the polariton LED, where two hBN
encapsulated monolayer WS2 are on top followed by the tunnel region which consists of a vdW
heterostructure with monolayer WS2 as the light emitter, thin layers of hBN on either side of
monolayer acting as the tunnel barrier and monolayer graphene acting as transparent electrodes on
both sides of hBN to inject electrons and holes. The entire vdW heterostructure is encapsulated in
thick hBN layers. To make the multilayer structure, we first identified a thick hBN layer (40nm)
and then used it to stack the top two WS2 monolayers followed by stacking the tunnel region. The
final stack structure from top to bottom is hBN / WS2 / hBN / WS2 / hBN / graphene / hBN / WS2
/ hBN / graphene / hBN. There are 11 separate layers and the stacking was done continuously
from top to bottom. Several stacking images are shown in Table 7-2. The entire stack of van der
Waal heterostructure was then transferred onto the DBR at temperature 120 ℃. Alignment was
carefully done to make sure each graphene flake sits exactly on top of corresponding gold contact
pad (Figure 7.1b). After the transfer, the entire structure was soaked in chloroform for 2 hours to
remove PPC residue followed by PMMA (495 A4 from Michrochem) spin coating to form a 200
nm top spacer layer. The final silver (40 nm) was deposited via e-beam evaporation for the top
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mirror of the microcavity. Details of each layer thickness and cavity response can be found in
Table 7-1. Optical microscope image of the vdW heterostructure on the bottom DBR is shown in
Figure 7.1b. Due to the high reflectivity of the bottom DBR, the tunnel region in Figure 7.1b has
a very low reflection contrast, resulting with only top thick hBN layer observable. More figures
are included in Table 7-2 where shows each step of WS2 picking up. The two more WS2 layers are
included to increase the exciton density and thereby result in pronounced Rabi splitting of the
polariton states to compensate the cavity broadening due to the loss of graphene and non-uniform
surface created during sample preparation. Comparison of devices with and without the two more
WS2 layers can be found in Figure 7.10.

Figure 7.3 | Electroluminescence (EL) image. Left: Sample optical image on the PPC film after
the third WS2 layer was picked up. The graphene (long dash) and gold contacts (short dash)
outlines are labeled with different colors. The scale bar is 10µ m. All the images have the same
scale bar. Middle: Optical image of the third WS2 layer on SiO2/Si substrate before the picking up.
There is a small two layers region shown by the white arrow. Right: EL spacial image at 0.28

µ A/µ m2. Because only the third WS2 layer is inside the tunneling region, as shown in Table 7-2,
row 3, when a bias is applied across the graphene contacts, only the third layer WS2 will show EL.
The two layers region in the third WS2 shows much less EL due to its indirect band gap.
The band diagram of the vdW heterostructure in the tunnel geometry under bias is shown in Figure
7.2a. Electroluminescence (EL) is observed above the threshold voltage when the Fermi level of
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top (bottom) graphene is biased above (below) the conduction (valence) band of WS2, allowing
electrons (holes) to tunnel into the WS2 conduction (valence) band. This creates favorable
condition for exciton formation within the WS2 layer, followed by the electron-hole radiative
recombination. Unlike p-n junction based light emitters, which rely on doping for operation120,121,
EL from the tunneling devices solely rely on the tunneling current, thus avoiding optical losses
and any variation of resistivity with temperature. At the same time, the tunnel architecture allows
much larger emission region as compared to p-n junction based TMD devices. Figure 7.2b shows
the electrical characteristics of tunneling current density J as a function of bias voltage V between
the graphene electrodes. The sharp rise in current for both positive and negative voltages indicates
the onset of tunneling current through the structure. With an optimum thickness of hBN layers (~2
nm)12, we ensured to observe significant tunnel current and increased lifetime of injected carriers
for radiative recombination.

7.3

Angle resolved EL

Before we perform the EL experiment, we characterize our device by angle resolved reflection to
ascertain that we are indeed in the strong coupling regime. These measurements as well as the EL
are carried out using a Fourier space (k-space) imaging set up to map out the energy versus inplane momentum dispersion. Figure 7.4a shows the angle resolved reflection spectra from the
active area of our device demonstrating an anti-crossing behavior. We further observed
photoluminescence (PL) under non-resonant excitation (460 nm) showing an intense emission
from the lower polariton branch and weaker emission from the upper polariton branch as shown
in Figure 7.4b. The EL measurements are carried out under an external dc bias applied using a
Keithley 2400 source meter. The angle resolved dispersion of polariton EL at 0.1 µ A/µ m2 injection
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is shown in Figure 7.4c and is found to be nearly identical to the PL dispersion (Fig. 2b). The Rabi
splitting, and cavity detuning derived from coupled oscillator mode fit (shown by solid and dashed
white lines) to experiment is ∼ 33 meV and ∼ -13 meV respectively. The cavity detuning is defined
by δ = @ − @2 , where @2 is the exciton energy and @ stands for cavity photon energy with zero

in-plane momentum. The sectional slice, at different angles, from the EL dispersion is shown in
Figure 7.4d. The dispersion of the upper and lower polariton modes can be clearly seen here with
the anti-crossing occurring near the exciton resonance (solid line).
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Figure 7.4 | Angle resolved EL. Angle resolved (a) reflectance (b) photoluminescence. (c) Angle
resolved electroluminescence at current injection of 0.10 µ A/µ m2. The solid lines are coupled
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oscillator model fit to the polariton branches. The dashed lines are bare cavity and exciton
resonances. (d) EL spectral plots at different angles from sectional slice. The (blue) solid vertical
line indicates exciton emission wavelength (λ32
upper and lower polariton branches respectively.
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at 620.1 nm. Dashed trend lines indicate
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Figure 7.5 | EL at PL at 20°. Due to the non-uniform surface created in the transfer process, the

cavity is broadened if the integration is taken from a larger area. In PL, our emission area is

determined by the excitation spot which is 1 µ m2, while our EL emission area is more than 20 µ m2.
Thus, EL shows more broadening effect.
One thing to notice is that our EL emission is from a large area (~ 20 µm2). Due to some nonuniform surface created during stacking and transferring processes (check the EL spatial image in
Figure 7.3), the cavity mode is broadened when the emission integration is taken under a large
area. While our PL is integrated within a spot that is 1µm2 (determined by the laser spot size), if
we compare PL and EL spectrum, for example at 20° (Figure 7.5), we can identify the broadened
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EL polariton branches. If transparent contact is used, together with a cleaner sample preparation,
the broadening effect could be minimized.
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Figure 7.6 | Current density dependent EL. Polariton dispersion from electroluminescence under
current injection of (a) 0.08 µ A/µ m2 and (b) 0.28 µ A/µ m2. (c) Polar plot from different current
density. (d) Integrated EL intensity (black) and EQE (red) as a function of current density. The EL
process is in the linear regime within the range of current applied.
As the tunneling current is increased, the overall intensity of EL goes up. Weak EL from the
polaritons is observed near threshold bias (Figure 7.6a), while at sufficiently higher bias above the
threshold, the polaritonic emission becomes distinctively bright (Figure 7.6b). The integrated
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intensity under different driving tunnel currents is shown in Figure 7.6d (black dot, left axis) and
follows an almost linear trend. This can again be confirmed by checking the angular intensity
distribution as plotted in Figure 7.6c. The polar plot of EL intensity showing a narrow emission
cone of ±15 degree with the radiation pattern remaining almost unchanged for both minimum and
maximum driving current. Increasing current to sufficiently higher values could lead to successful
polariton scattering along the lower branch and create extremely narrow emission pattern due to
polariton lasing.
However, in our case we were limited by the dielectric breakdown of hBN tunneling barrier and
hence could not reach this regime. Improvement in the quality of hBN could further increase the
damage threshold. The external quantum efficiency (EQE) which is the ratio of the number of
extracted photons to the number of injected charge particles, is plotted in Figure 7.6d (red dots,
right axis) as a function of current density. The observed EQE is comparable to other reports of
polariton LEDs such as in carbon nanotubes105 albeit the light emitting layer of the present device
is only few atom layer thick (~0.7nm) compared to the 20-30 nm thick active material used in
previous demonstrations. It should however be noted that the observed EQE is lower than that
reported for similar tunneling devices not confined a cavity geometry31,122. The reduced efficiency
measured is likely due to the poor light extraction from our cavity, which needs further
improvement as well as in-plane waveguiding. An alternative way to increase EQE is to stack
more monolayers inside the tunnel region separated by thin hBN31.

7.5

External quantum efficiency (EQE) calculation

The external quantum efficiency (EQE) is defined as the number of photon emitted per tunneling
carrier Ne/i (N is the photon emitted every second from the total tunneling monolayer WS2 area, e
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is the electron charge, i the current passing through the total tunneling monolayer WS2 area). N is
defined as

N=

·¸3'3 '3¸
¹'%'<s

Ndetected is the intensity detected by the detector per second from WS2 tunneling emission. ¹'%'<s is
the total collection efficiency of the whole system. Light emitted from monolayer is collected by
an objective with N.A 0.7 and guided through mirrors and lenses into the detector. The detector is
set to a high gain factor. All those will affect the actual counts read by the detector. In order to
know N, we need to measure ¹'%'<s for a given set up that is exactly the same as the one we use to
detect the tunneling emission. We did this by shine a laser that has the same wavelength (620.1nm)
as our tunneling emission to a perfect reflector and the reflected beam will be guided in the same
way as the tunneling emission into the detector. The laser power on the total reflector surface is
measured to be H. The measured laser counts is ·s<º3¦ per second. ¹'%'<s is calculated as:

¹'%'<s =

E is the laser energy which is 2 eV.
So N is:

N=

7.6

·s<º3¦
∗@
H

·¸3'3 '3¸
∗H
·s<º3¦ ∗ @

Strong coupling with different detuning
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Figure 7.7 | Angle resolved spectra from Device 2. Angle resolved reflection (a) PL (b) EL (c)
spectra. d, EL linecut from 10 degree to 35 degree showing 27 meV Rabi splitting.

Figure 7.8 | Device 2 EL image. Left is the optical image and right is the zoomed EL image under
current 0.2 µ A/µ m2. Intensity across the emission area is not uniform. Scale bar is 5 µ m.
We also investigated the effect of the cavity detuning on the polariton EL by fabricating a similar
device but with a larger cavity detuning (- 43 meV). We made the other device by first stacking
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and transferring the tunneling structure, which has only one WS2 monolayer inside, followed by
stacking and transferring another top two WS2 monolayers (hBN/WS2/hBN/WS2), unlike the
device 1 stacking steps, which stacked the top two WS2 layers first and then stacked the tunneling
structure. The final structure of device 2 is the same as device 1 as shown in Figure 7.1a. The only
difference is that the third hBN (count from top to bottom) layer thickness is 30 nm because this
hBN layer acts as the first picking up layer for the tunneling structure in device 2. The rest of
PMMA and SiO2 thickness were also tuned to match to mode position. One of the advantages of
trying this method is that, by separating the stacking process into two (one has 7 stacking layers,
another has 4 stacking layers), the device fabrication will have a much higher success rate. The
original stacking encounters continuous 11 layers with much higher chance of damaging the thin
graphene contact by more stacking-picking up process.
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Figure 7.9 | Device 2 with large negative detuning. Different detuning angle resolved EL. (a)
Device 2 angle resolved EL (0.2 µ A/µ m2) with a large negative detuning (-43 meV). A strong
bottle neck effect was observed. (b) Angular emission pattern from device 1 and device 2.
Maximum intensity from different angle was plotted and normalized.
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Figure 7.7a, b, c show the angle resolved reflection, PL and EL from device 2, respectively. Strong
coupling was observed in all three cases, but with very high negative detuning, possibly because
PMMA is thicker than expected due to spin coating speed or temperature. Owing to the larger
detuning, this device shows a strong bottle neck effect in the EL with the emission maximum
occurring at a large angle. Figure 7.7d is the spectrum plot of EL at different angular cut from
Figure 7.7c. Clear lower and upper polariton branches were observed with Rabi splitting 27 meV.
One thing to notice is that the EL (Figure 7.7c) angle resolved spectrum is also broadened as
compared with PL in Figure 7.7b. This could be the same reason as discussed in the device 1. Due
to the non-uniform surface created during the transfer steps, as can be seen from the EL spatial
image in Figure 7.8, EL was integrated in a bigger area (~20µ m2) while PL was only inside the
laser spot (~1µ m2), which could result with different spectrum linewidth. Figure 7.9a shows the
angle resolved EL spectra from this highly negatively detuned device at a current density of 0.2

µ A/µ m2. Figure 7.9b compares the normalized polar plot from Device 2 with that obtained from
Device 1 (Figure 7.4c). For the higher negative detuning, emission maximum occurs at 18 degrees
(blue curve) as compared with device 1 (orange curve) which centers at 0 degree. This bottleneck
effect for the larger detuning sample can be understood as a result of poor polariton scattering to

k|| = 0 owing to the short polariton lifetime in these cavities.

7.7

Comparison of Rabi splitting with one-layer WS2
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Figure 7.10 | Compare EL from three different devices.
In both device 1 and 2, there are three layers of WS2 inside the cavity (even only one inside the
tunnel region). Since the extra two layers of WS2 outside of the tunnel region do not contribute to
the overall EL efficiency, why would we bother transferring them into the cavity? Figure 7.10
compares EL angle resolved spectrum from three different devices. Device 1 and Device 2 EL has
been shown in Figure 7.4c and Figure 7.7c. Device 3 has only one WS2 layer inside the cavity, the
structure is Silver / PMMA / hBN / Graphene / hBN / WS2 / hBN / Graphene / hBN / DBR. We
can see, in device 3, the upper and lower polariton branches cannot be well resolved. Because we
have graphene inside the cavity, to compensate the cavity broadening due to graphene loss as well
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as non-uniform surface created during transfer steps, more layers of WS2 (device 1 and device 2)
are embedded inside the cavity to have an observable Rabi splitting.
In summary, we have demonstrated a room temperature polariton electroluminescence from a vdW
heterostructure embedded in a microcavity. The tunnel architecture of our device enables
electron/hole injection and recombination in WS2 monolayer, which acts as the light emitting layer.
The tunneling mechanism of the device does not involve any doping of the constituents, thus
minimizing losses and temperature related variations. The entire tunnel LED comprising of few
layer graphene contacts, hBN tunnel barriers and encapsulating layers are embedded in a
microcavity and the strong coupling regime is achieved as indicated by the presence of the two
polariton branches in reflectivity, PL and EL. Above certain threshold bias, the bands are aligned
and favors carrier tunneling from graphene electrodes to the monolayer energy band through the
ultrathin hBN barriers. Varying current injection above the threshold leads to significant increase
in emission intensity. The emission is also found to be highly directional owing to the cavity
dispersion. Further improvement in cavity Q factor and higher current injection should help realize
higher efficiency LEDs and the possibility of an electrically driven low-threshold microcavity
polariton and/or a photon laser. Thus, our demonstration of electroluminescence from TMD
polaritons in a microcavity presents a promising step towards realizing such electrically driven
integrated microcavity light emitters using 2D vdW materials for potential application as ultrafast
LEDs and low threshold lasers.
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Chapter 8

Outlook and Summary

As we can see from previous chapters, exciton polariton in TMDs system has been widely explored
in recent years. With its unprecedent oscillator strength and broken inversion symmetry, people
have successively achieved valley exciton polaritons, electrical control and excitation, higher order
exciton polaritons. In this chapter, I’ll propose some future work in TMDs system and finally I’ll
have the summary of the thesis.

8.1
1.

Outlook for TMDs exciton polariton
Exciton polariton condensation in TMDs

Exciton polariton condensation in TMDs system has been a highly sought after in the polariton
community. The realization of condensation in TMDs will not only guide our fundamental
research, but also technically help the application of nanophotonics.

TMDs
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SiO2
SiNx

Figure 8.1 | Schematic of condensation sample structure. The cavity consists of a top and bottom
DBR. Unlike the silver-DBR cavity, a DBR-DBR cavity has higher quality factor (Q ~ 500).
The proposed sample structure should be like Figure 8.1 where top and bottom cavity mirrors are
all DBRs. DBR-DBR cavity has much higher quality factor with a longer photon lifetime, a key
factor for the polariton condensation. Except for a high Q cavity, the condensation threshold is
also dependent on the number of emitters inside the cavity. Since monolayer TMDs has a relatively
low yield, more stacking of monolayers will be helpful to reduce the condensation threshold.
Shown in Figure 8.2 is a preliminary DBR-DBR sample data. This sample consists of a 40 (18)
periods of bottom (top) SiO2/SiNx DBR grown by PECVD. The quality factor is 200 at the
wavelength of 620nm which is the WS2 PL position in room temperature. We stacked and
transferred 5 WS2 monolayers separated by thin hBN into the cavity. Figure 8.2a shows the angle
resolved PL excited by a 460nm diode laser. Strong coupling is achieved with Rabi splitting about
60 meV. The power dependent PL shows a linear trend as shown in Figure 8.2b.
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Figure 8.2 | Some data for condensation. (a) Angle resolved PL from a DBR-DBR cavity showing
strong coupling. (b) PL intensity as a function of the pump power.
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To achieve exciton polariton condensation, future work should be focused on growing a better
cavity and transferring a cleaner sample. Among them, making a high Q cavity is the most difficult
part. We plan to try mechanically stack two DBR together which reduces the chance of damaging
the sample when top DBR is growing.
2.

Interlayer exciton polariton

In section 3.4, we have discussed the interlayer exciton in the heterostructure TMDs. The photon
excited electron and hole are spatially located in different monolayers due to fast charge transfer,
making their radiative lifetime much longer than the direct exciton in each layer. More importantly,
the distribution of electron and hole creates a directional dipole moment that points from electron
to hole. Such dipole-dipole interaction in those excitons should be beneficial for enhancing the
polariton nonlinearity. However, the interlayer exciton oscillator strength is very small (10-2 direct
exciton oscillator strength). By introducing strains or pressure, one could possibly enhance the
light matter interaction and create interlayer exciton polaritons.
3.

Electrical injection of valley polarized exciton polariton

Valley polarized exciton polariton by optical pumping in TMDs system has been shown by
multiple groups, and the electric excitation of exciton polariton in such system was also
demonstrated recently. The possibility of stacking magnetic van der Waals material with TMDs to
form heterostructures would allow electrical injection of spin into TMDs monolayer. The proposed
structure is graphene / CrI3 / TMDs monolayer / CrI3 / graphene. One could achieve the electrical
injection of valley polarized exciton polariton if such structure is coupled with a cavity mode.
Of course, all the proposed work, especially the condensation, requires a cleaner sample
fabrication. Even though the PPC transfer is able to create atomic clean surfaces for electric
transportation, yet it still cannot create optically clean surfaces because of the organic residue on
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the top hBN layer and also the restricted sample size of the PPC transfer is another limitation.
Those technical difficulties need further exploration.

8.2

Summary

This thesis focuses on the exciton polaritons in TMDs system. Due to the reduced dielectric
screening, the binding energy in TMDs system is hundreds of meV, much larger than the exciton
in the traditional bulk semiconductors. The large oscillator strength in this system enables the
observation of exciton polaritons even in room temperature. In chapter 5 first part, we showed the
valley polarization of exciton polaritons in WS2, which is inherited from the circular selection rule
of the exciton interband transition. The valley polarization of the exciton polariton is 16% at zero
degree, and is angular dependent, especially for positive detuning, which can be explained by the
competing effect from the exciton part that maintain the polarization and the TE-TM splitting that
destroy the coherence. Moreover, the valley degree of freedom can be addressed directly by
resonant excitation of the lower polariton branch, making it a promising step towards the
polaritonic application that utilizing the valley properties. In chapter 5 second part, we discussed
the electrical control of the strong coupling in WS2 based silver cavity. The exciton oscillator
strength in WS2 was tuned by the external doping of carriers, with a maximum electron doping
reaching 5 × 10

, the oscillator strength can be reduced by 10 times and the strong coupling

transits to weak coupling. The possibility to control the coupling strength allows us to dynamically
control the light matter interaction. Chapter 6 shows the 2S exciton polariton in WSe2 monolayer.
At 15K, 7.7 meV Rabi splitting was observed with a DBR-silver cavity structure. White light
power dependent reflection was measured and the nonlinear mechanism of the polariton-polariton
interaction in the 2D system was established, which was mainly from the phase space filling effect
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instead of the exciton exchange interaction. The phase space filling mechanism is dependent on
the square of exciton radius, which was confirmed by the ~15 times difference between the 2S and
1S normalized interaction constant due to the fact that the 2S in TMDs system is roughly 4 times
larger than the 1S exciton. The larger nonlinearity in higher order exciton polaritons makes it
promising to achieve polariton blockade in TMDs system. Chapter 7 presents the electrical
excitation of exciton polaritons in WS2 monolayer. The sample makes use of a tunnel junction to
inject electrons and holes for radiative recombination, which was embedded inside a cavity for
strong coupling. Another two layer of WS2 were also placed inside the cavity for a larger Rabi
splitting. The strong coupling dispersion was compared by the PL and EL and they show similar
Rabi splitting. By increasing the current density, the EL intensity also becomes higher. However,
the external quantum efficiency is about 0.1%, staying constant in the range of current that the
tunnel structure can stand with. With a better transfer technique, one could reach a clearer sample
that shows larger tunnel damage threshold and possibly reach the electrical excitation of exciton
polariton lasing. Moreover, such electrical injection of is also important for any on chip integration
of polaritonic devices.
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